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Editors’ Note

Beginnings are filled with promise and fraught with peril. We’re at our 
most vulnerable when we’re new, but we’re also at our most hopeful. 
Seeds are eaten by squirrels and birds and mist. Saplings are cut down 
or pulled up or nibbled away into nothing. But seeds and saplings also 
grow into giant fir trees and gnarled oaks and willows that whisper to 
the wind. The internet is littered with dead digital journals but it is also 
the home of  thriving literary communities and blossoming publications 
where readers and writers come together to discover the wonders words 
can create.  
 At Sun Star, we believe that writing is a kind of  magic, a way of  
inhabiting the world, of  speaking with it, of  listening to it, a way of  
existing, for just one single moment, in that in-between space where one 
mind meets another and alters it, ever-so-slightly and, for just that one 
moment, we can almost see out of  each other’s eyes.
 We need many visions of  literature. We need many eyes to try to 
glimpse the world through. We need many different words. In a time of  
disparity and exclusivity, of  anger and destruction, of  resentments and 
disappointments (and, really, what time isn’t at least some of  these things), 
we need as much writing, as many perspectives, as much empathy for our 
world and its people and its life (both human and not) as we can muster.
 Over these past months, we’ve been astonished by the generosity 
of  authors and artists, by the quality of  the submissions we’ve received, 
and by the belief  in the importance of  art that our contributors and 
collaborators, our friends and our families, have shown us.
 As we complete work on our first issue, the Northwest sun is shifting 
us from spring to summer light. The daffodils are giving way to roses and 
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the trees are putting on their deepest green. If  you look at the beginning 
of  a story, if  you hold it close and slant it just right, sometimes, you can 
see the glimmer of  it’s arc, find the whole concealed within the part. 
Sometimes, you can even glimpse its ending. In this first issue, you’ll find 
many works about endings: the ends of  relationships, the ends of  lives, 
the ends of  perspectives, of  worlds, of  eras. An ending, like a beginning, 
is a liminal space, a transition from one point on into another. And an 
ending, like a beginning, is both fraught with peril and filled with promise. 
For, sometimes, in the ending of  one thing, you can start to see, like a 
shimmering outline just past the horizon, the beginning of  another.
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Pass 
 Slipped 
  Stitch 
   Over to 
    Decrease

We lingered on the rocky peak, her left elbow linked around my right, 
our legs crossed under us.  Cold, sharp air cut through my cable-knit 
hat and thick braids of  coiled hair.  Her face turned slowly pink, then 
blue-white.  She must have been unbearably cold, her short hair barely 
sheltered under the lacy eyelets of  her hat—but she did not complain.

by Rachel Linn
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  I tucked her mittened hand into the pocket of  my down jacket and 
could feel her icy fingers through five layers of  clothing.  I worried she 
would not be able to hold onto her end of  the rope when I needed her 
to.  I admit—though I do not want to, not after what happened—that 
my concern was solely for myself. 
 Earlier in the day, as we stood at the edge of  the forest near the foot 
of  the glacier trying to choose a route to the peak, she rested her hands 
on my shoulders, looked intently into my eyes, and said:  You can make a 
reversible sweater, but the wearer will always prefer one side to the other.  The side 
that faces out will get all of  the stains and pills and snags while the other side, the 
interior one, will look like new.  I responded, “Won’t the inside take on some 
characteristics of  its wearer?  Scent?  Shape?”  
 Maybe, she said, but it still won’t be as damaged as the outer part.  It would 
be best to use both sides equally, so that neither wears out before the other. 
 “Are you sure?” I asked, “Shouldn’t there be a choice?”  She shook 
her head, then nodded.  No.  Yes.  Never mind.  I’m tired, she replied.  
 She had never said anything like this before—never complained—
and so I had not forgotten hours later and her words knitted persistently 
through my thoughts.  As we continued toward the rocky pinnacle that 
needled through the glacier, I saw her struggle under the weight of  her 
pack, feet slipping as she trudged uphill in the snow.  A darkness pulled 
down over my eyes suddenly lifted—had she always been frail, or was she 
just now starting to unravel?
 Later, as we braced against the intensifying wind, she tilted her 
head toward woolly clouds creeping up the foothills of  the mountain 
and red beams of  morning sunlight threading the sky, and then pointed 
emphatically with her free hand at the chevrons lines of  our approaching 
tracks in the snow below.  She is not here for herself, I realized suddenly.  She 
removed her other hand from my pocket, slipped her arm out of  mine, 
and began to gather the rope.
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In our patterns and gestures we had become less visibly distinct from 
each other—interior chill or warmth hidden under scarves and mittens 
and layers of  socks—but we knew who we’d been and who we were.  I 
first found her under the play set at my elementary school, hidden in 
the rectangular shadow of  the slide wearing the arm of  an incomplete 
sweater, the double-pointed knitting needles jutting menacingly from her 
elbow.  Children laughed and screamed overhead.
 A few minutes before, in a fury disguised as daring, I had closed 
both hands around the blackberry thorns that grew in the holes between 
the wires of  the cyclone fence and tried, without success, to launch a 
swing high enough in the air to make a full circle.  The other children 
watched me as if  I were a snow storm on a school-day morning. 
 Soon, if  this had been an ordinary day, the teachers would have 
taken notice, shouted my name, and held onto me by the collar of  my 
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dress until the bell rang for us to return to class.  One of  them would 
have whispered under her breath that she wished I would go play on the 
freeway.  When I got home from school, bruised and scraped, another 
skirt or pair of  pants torn around the cuffs and knees, my parents would 
have looked up from what they were doing, glanced at each other, shaken 
their heads, and then peered back down again.  I knew better than to 
misbehave at home—it would elicit no response.

 On this day, I had not yet attracted the attention of  patrolling 
teachers.  After a knee-scraping leap from the swing, I’d waited for the 
other children to lose interest before ducking underneath the slide to cry 
and pick out the pieces of  gravel—and there I found the little girl.  I did 
not understand what I saw, and believed she had pierced the skin of  her 
arm with five pointed sticks.
 This impressed me tremendously and I crawled closer to stare.  I 
had never done anything like this.  My skinned knees seemed childish 
by comparison.  I watched as she tugged the partial sleeve—with the 
needles still attached—off her own arm, slid it onto mine and continued 
her work, fitting it to me instead of  herself.  This was bewildering.  By 
the time the recess bell rang, she had knitted all the way from my elbow 
to my shoulder. 

 Rain or shine, she could always be found quietly concealed 
underneath the play set, needles softly clicking together in the semi-dark, 
lines of  light running across her face.  I would ask what she was making 
and she would say, a gift.  Though I knew the answer, I always said, “For 
who?” and she would say, for you and smile.

 After she finished my sweater, she made herself  one to match—
stitches dropped, mismatching dye lots, and one sleeve slightly longer 
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than the other.  I recall a little girl slowly outgrowing her misshapen 
sweater, the distance between cuffs and fingers increasing—though I am 
not always certain if  those memories are of  her, or of  myself  reflected in 
classroom windows on dark winter mornings.
 I called her Pearl because I couldn’t pronounce her real name, or 
perhaps she never told me what it was.  I did not know there was a 
difference between purl and pearl. 
 When she stayed the night at my parent’s house, she crocheted my 
hair in circles around my head and told me stories about sheep and rabbits 
with coats so fluffy that they cannot walk or hop.  She said I should grow 
my hair very long.  She said, I will always make sure it is out of  your way, even 
if  it takes hours and hours and hours to braid.  Her own hair was cut sensibly 
short.
 Pearl often paused to stare at a photograph of  my grandmother 
that hung in the front hallway.  In the picture, gran sat in an overstuffed 
blue chair that still occupied the front room years after her death.  She 
held a much tinier version of  me, and looked down gently as my tiny fists 
gripped her handmade sweater of  seed-stitched snowy peaks and navy-
threaded sky. 
 I told Pearl that grandmother had died when I was very young, 
too young to remember much of  her.  I had found pieces of  the sweater 
from the photograph sewn into other things—patching a hole in a couch 
cushion, fashioned into potholders, and also in a pile of  rags in the garage, 
stained with house paint and oil.  I discovered her knitting needles in 
even stranger places:  sawn off and used to pin down a loose stair, tied to 
tomato plants to hold them upright, and securing my mother’s hair.  A 
small, dust-covered chest in the attic held things she had made just for 
me—tiny hats and socks, a blanket with a snowflake pattern, and a white 
toy bear with a black button for a nose—all made with precise care.  
Pearl said fondly, your grandmother did not use patterns.
 With one edge of  the bed sheets tacked to the wall to make a tent 
and a flashlight propped up between us, Pearl taught me how to cast on 
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and bind off.  I laughed delightedly at her shadow puppets—heroines 
with knitting needle swords valiantly fighting tangled yarn creatures—
and she said, shhh, we mustn’t bother your parents.  As if  that were possible.  
Laces and cables.  Yarn overs, slipped stitches.  She taught me to see the 
unfinished ends trailing behind us, threads to be woven in or snipped. 

We were still inseparable.  Sitting cross-legged on cold rock of  the 
peak, Pearl clasped one of  my legs against her shoulder to help brace me 
against the wind as I cast the ends of  the rope into the air to prepare our 
descent.  The wind swatted at the rope like a giant, invisible cat, wrap-
ping it around weather-stunted heather and jagged rocks. 
 I slid down first, unsnarling the rope as I went.  As usual, Pearl 
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closed her eyes and turned her face away until I landed lightly on the 
glacier and shouted to tell her I had made it safely.  Then she followed, 
her dark profile backlit by the rising sun as she slid nearer.  After landing 
beside me, she tucked a strand of  my hair that had whipped loose in the 
wind under my hat.  In silence, we pulled the rope down, attached our-
selves to opposite ends, and coiled the excess lengths diagonally over our 
shoulders, leaving a stretch swinging freely between us.  I nodded when I 
was ready and we stepped back into our tracks from the ascent, reversing 
their direction.  
 The glacier hung down the side of  the mountain like a blanket 
draped over the arm of  a chair slides slowly toward the floor in the grip 
of  friction.  Ice unraveled in the heat of  the sun to reveal crevasses.  We 
searched for hidden fractures in the featureless snow surface by piercing 
the glacier with the spikes of  our ice axes—as if  to tame it—and then 
cautiously stepping forward.  I looked back at her and she stared away, 
into the snow.  Wasn’t the bright reflection blinding her?  I feared that the 
thread connecting us might snap. 
 I stood over a narrow chasm with one leg on either edge, watching 
the unstable snow begin to compress and collapse toward the darkness 
underneath me before I leapt to one side.  The puffs of  white snow dis-
appeared into the dark, burning a trace of  light into my eyes.  Pearl held 
up her ice axe, prepared to plunge the pick it into the snow to stop my 
fall if  it happened, shook her head silently, and pointed emphatically 
downslope to the rocky moraine beyond the edge of  the glacier.  I smiled 
at her, reassured by the fierceness of  her concern, and continued toward 
the safety of  those distant boulders.

 The sun rose over the shoulder of  the mountain and shone, un-
stitching more of  the glacier.  It became too hot for layers and damp-
ness seeped through our clothes until they were wet and hanging heavily 
from our frames.  We stopped to take off our hats and sweaters.  She was 
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small, frail, like sheep stripped of  its wool.  I watched her struggle with 
the added weight of  wet clothing attached to the outside of  her pack, her 
feet sliding with each step on the warming slush beneath us.  It was as if  
part of  her had detached from the surrounding stitches and run, leaving 
empty holes where there had once been orderly rows. 
 Once, as we passed over a rise, I pulled too hard and yanked her off 
her feet.  She stopped sliding a few yards away from where I stood, face 
downslope, and looked at me for a long moment before rising slowly, the 
snow clinging to the front and back of  her shirt in clumps until she shook 
herself  and it all fell away.  It had never seemed so clear that she might 
need help.  Though I am not sure—even now—that she wanted it.  I 
slowed my pace to match hers. 
 Shortly after, I felt the tug of  the rope and looked back to see that 
she had stopped to trace a pattern in the snow with her bare fingers.  I 
did not know what to make of  this.  Her mittens hung below her hands 
on the string that bound them together inside the arms of  her jacket and 
across her back.  The empty mittens, damply heavy, twisted slowly in the 
wind.  I asked her what she was drawing and she shrugged.  For you, she 
mumbled.  I nearly formed another question, but remained silent.  I gen-
tly tugged the rope attached to both of  us and she began to trudge along 
again, her short hair illuminated by the sun behind her, and whipping in 
the wind like a crown of  sparks. 
 Then, though the surface of  the glacier seemed smooth and solid, I 
felt sudden tension in the rope trailing behind me.  With mingled frustra-
tion and concern I began to turn toward her—and was swept abruptly 
off my feet.  My face hurtled into the snow, and cold water filled my eyes.  
My numb, bare hands gripped the handle of  the ice ax, scraped through 
the soft, cottony surface and chafed against the harsh ice crust below.  I 
could think of  nothing except preventing her from sliding further—into 
what must be a crevasse—or dragging me down after her.  I stabbed des-
perately at the slick layer of  ice.
 The ax held.  My face and hands burned.  I breathed—and coughed 
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snow.  As soon as I was certain I would slide no further, I used the sharp, 
hatchet-like adze of  the axe to dig a hole to bury an anchor to hold us.  I 
told myself, cast on, cast on quickly.  Or was it bind off?  To begin anew, or to 
end?
 I pulled a sweater out of  my pack, piled snow into it, tied the sleeves 
to each other and the ribbed waist around the snow, slid the bundle into 
the hole with a rope attached, then packed more snow over it.  I could 
not stop myself  from thinking, this is called a deadman’s anchor.  Her screams 
quieted.  I clipped myself  to the anchor and it held.  I could hear her 
soft voice echoing up the walls, eerily calm.  Pass slipped stitch over, she said.  
Knit two together through the back of  the loop.  Knit two together, knit together, knit to 
get her.  She fell silent. 
 Walking to the edge of  the crevasse, I peered down the bloodied 
blue wall—red cables tapering to a single strand.  She’d hit the hard ice 
hidden under the snowy upper layers.  I could see the back of  her neck 
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exposed to the cold as her head hung limply forward.
 I unraveled my mittens, unstrung my bootlaces, unwound my hair.  
Cast on!  I gathered every sharp and pointed thing—axe, crampon, snow 
wand, ice screw—anything needle-like.  I did not care when I pricked 
and bled or when my raw, exposed hands became stiff with cold.  Yarn 
over to increase, knit through loops, pick up stitches. 
 I cannot describe what I made.  A cocoon or carapace.  When 
finished—no slips, no runs, no unfinished ends—I lowered it next to 
her.  But her hands did not reach out to touch it and her face remained 
hidden, tipped toward the darkness.  She did not move at all.  The thing 
I had made for her swung empty beside her.
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 I waited.  The rain began in earnest.  I knew I had to leave her, silent 
and cold, if  I was to survive.  She shifted slightly at the end of  the rope—
or the rope moved her.  Yes, it was only my faint presence travelling down 
the line. 
 I used my knife to cut away the useless knitted thing of  wool and 
shoelaces and hair.  Then I cut her away, freeing myself.  I stared into 
the darkness after her, uncertain which of  us was finished and which a 
remnant, a leftover.  I carefully wove the frayed end of  the rope around 
my climbing harness, as she would have done for me, and continued 
alone. 
 The clouds were not wool and our disappearing steps in the snow 
were nothing like rows of  stiches.  An algal bloom turned the ice pink—
it, too, was neither blood nor dye, only itself. 

I do not look for her as my eyes adjust to the darkness beneath a stand 
of  trees or at home, before I turn on the lights.  Mostly, I do not believe 
she will return.  I wonder if  she is gone because I finally learned to feel 
concern for her, and lost the defining line between us.
 Held in the arms of  my faded blue chair—asleep or awake—I 
imagine her landing softly on the knitted thing, curling up like a cat, and 
quietly waiting to for the right time to crawl up the icy walls, carefully 
cross the snow alone, and return.  
 I will wake and she will be there, leaving damp footprints as she 
moves silently across the wooden floorboards, and frowning so slightly 
that no one else could tell, sorting permanent press from colorwash and 
white, sewing on buttons and patches, running a comb through snarls.  If  
I can remember how not to care, she will return—she will have to.  She 
will crawl out of  the blue darkness and say, Knit, I am Pearl. 
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Shapeshift
       by Maria Rosa Mills

When applied topically, snow will do wonders 
for split skin. Yours will do nicely
as an example. Splitting is
a superficial wound, a separating. Your lips 
in your face move like a limp 
in a stride, and in a public place
someone fixes his eyes on you.
Picture him keeping one of  
his eyes in a glass jar 
on his bedside table. 
It’s lights out. 
The buses are running late,
and out-of-doors the snow 
wrings its meaty hands. 
Someone else, you know this man, 
reads a passage from a book aloud 
to you. In your supine ears 
it sounds like him saying the phrase
“borne to the bone” 
over again, in different ways,
with his eyes closed. 
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Slow Morph
       by Maria Rosa Mills

It begins to come in focused 
intervals. A thing crawling from between trees 
laden with crisp snow 
I can see through the window above. In that room, 
I scrape the bottom of  the bowl. Letting
the thing approach, letting the approach 
define the thing; I see it pick up the pace. 
The heart of  it must be working hard, 
spending sugar as heat, expelling it in 
a hot exhale quivering along the cooler currents of  air. 
See it? Raising its many heads like a dog 
would do, only with Aquiline nose, 
or endurance runner’s waist with 
clean-shaven cheeks, or cheeks 
dark with stubble, all below impassive eyes. 
It begins to come more clearly
now, as clean and firm 
as the smell of  pine, 
through alpine passes. 
It is hard to say it: I want a partner. 
It’s an acquiescence. Right away
the want begins arranging pearls 
on a string on my chest. 
Very focused. Slightly predatory 
in certain lights. The want leans toward
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itself, doubling, in some shallow alley;
collars itself  with caring hands; I feel 
the freeing of  my own fragile throat. 
One well-aimed blow to trachea—
but this is abstraction. Anything 
other than the half-eaten orange, 
the porcelain bowl, my aloneness,
seems part of  fantasy’s many-tined 
artifice. It is time to set such things aside. 
On the jogging path below 
the window, all the adults 
in pairs take off their gloves. 
Trees arch sea-level limbs
and a dry luster burns in me 
as I watch runner after runner 
in dark raincoat run by. 
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Getting Closer to                             
Cousin Coffee
    by CoCo Harris

an excerpt from Grits, Cousin Coffee, and all thinGs 
familiar: a memoir in imaGes, essays, and entries 

I believe that one can never leave home. I believe that one carries the shadows, 
the dreams, the fears and dragons of  home under one’s skin, at the extreme corners of  one’s eyes and possibly in 
the gristle of  the earlobe.

—Maya Angelou

 Ma’Dear invented Cousin Coffee. And, she definitely coined the 
name —in that southern way of  naming things. Being closely related to 
coffee —this cousin is a warm, ultracreamy, ultra-sweet, coffee drink that 
my grandmom, Ma’Dear used to make. It’s a careful blend of  dark rich 
coffee with earnest amounts of  cream and sugar layered in. Temperature, 
sweetness and density are the main “ingredients” of  this warm thick 
java-blend called, “Cousin Coffee.”  Not quite a cup of  coffee, but a 
cousin —in that southern way of  extending relations.
 I am increasingly aware of  that Proustian mindset —of  how we carry 
a little bit of  home with us everywhere we go— always, unconsciously in 
search of  things past. This is, perhaps, why I found myself  decades later 
standing in a usually-long line, in downtown Seattle, ordering up a daily 
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dose of  an unrecognized addiction to a ‘tall pumpkin-spiced latte with 
whip.’
 It was Madear’s Cousin Coffee —and it was a communion.

Each time the barista covered and hand-
ed the latte over, I immediately uncovered 
it, stirring-stick in hand like some mag-
ic wand, and smoothed out the dollop 
of  whip cream, before stirring in a hefty 
pour of  half-and-half, to thus concoct a 
creamy blend with a perfect consistency. 
Temperature, sweetness and density. All 
three properly balanced is what makes 
a good cup of  Cousin Coffee. This light 
beige aromatic, premium designer cof-
fee drink, discovered thousands of  miles 
away, and over thirty years later—was 
my Madeline biscuit—linking me to my 
past.

 Prior to relocating to Seattle, and reconnecting with this ‘distant 
cousin,’ I wasn’t even an occasional “coffee drinker. I didn’t realize it at 
the time, but there was something about sipping the not-too-hot, 
mostly-cream, and very sweet coffee latte drink that would take me back 
to standing on the linoleum floor back in my grandmother’s 
kitchen on a cold Georgia morning:

I am leaning up against the marbleized Formica counter top patterned with millions 
of  tiny gold stars on the surface, while avoiding the ever-cold metal edges rounding the 
laminate. She is humming along with her auto-pilot movements about the kitchen while 
chiming in a few lines here and there of  a hymn she always crooned —this spiritual 
carrying her along her interior landscape and morning prayers while the humming mas-
saged her soul. I am listening and watching as she fills a small, milky white, chipped 
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saucer about a third of  the way from the bottom with dark black percolated coffee. It 
wafts about adding a heavy, earthy scent to the breakfast scene soon to include grits 
and fried eggs. Following the rising steam and the aroma of  the Carnation milk being 
poured in, I watch the erupting ivory swirl up —turning the black to beige— with a 
hypnotic spiraling that rides you right into a morning’s daydream….This is home.

There was something transcendental about sipping that rich, creamy, 
sugary commercial cup of  joe in downtown Seattle that would transport 
me back to standing on that linoleum floor shrouded in the warmth of  
liquid homemade love. Though I’ve never heard of  a wittier trademark 
for it I have, however, come across obvious variants. For instance, in Hen-
ry Louis Gate’s memoir, Colored People, he speaks of  how they would sip 
his Uncle Jim’s coffee, “mine rich and sweet with
warm cream.”
 We all have our Cousin Coffees, whether they root us to the warm-
ing comforts of  yesteryear, or even link us to negative patterns in our 
lives today. Like, when you find yourself  having a deep crush on your 
high school Calculus teacher —which many years later you 
recognize as a subconscious, Freudian response to your fatherless life. Or, 
when you find yourself  in the prime of  your young adult life, sitting with 
a bad marriage that resembles nothing you have ever remotely
experienced before —even though it loosely follows the pattern of  the 
marriage of  your mother, and her mother.... And, it doesn’t ring any 
familiar bells whatsoever until you find yourself  years later on the couch 
of  a therapist and she asks you: “Who did you watch take care of  so 
many people, and handle so much, and constantly over extend them-
selves?” You frown as it doesn’t take long for, “My mom…her mom,” to 
slide out of  your mouth.
 Yes, I have since been cured of  the daily addiction to expensive de-
signer coffee, among other more important things.... I can now 
concoct a suitable rendition with enough semblances to the comforting 
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breakfast beverage of  yesteryear with two shots of  dark roast espresso 
pulled from my espresso machine, a sizable dollop of  half-and-half, and 
a very generous splash of  Coffee Mate’s Sweet Italian non-dairy 
creamer. I’ve even expanded my Cousin Coffee horizons to include a 
nonaddictive, healthier version made not from coffee beans, but from 
roasted dandelion greens! As I enjoy my Cousin Coffees of  today, I am 
awakened to the journey —and, I allow myself  to drop anchor— 
welcoming any insights and transcendence that can be gleaned from go-
ing HOME.
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A Sky This Big

by Audie Shushan

My hands are not the hands of  a killer.
 They’re delicate – small and brittle and wrinkling. I’ve managed to 
disguise my age everywhere but my hands. They betray me. My fingernails 
are bitten down to stubs I polish over with deep reds and purples: bruises 
to cover bruises. 
 I’m thirty-three now, but I came to prison when I was twenty-three. 
It was springtime – and, oh, springtime in Michigan. It’s like nothing 
you could imagine. After a whole winter’s worth of  steel skies and slush, 
spring comes bursting in with such life and vigor you       manage to 
forget that the week before there was no color in the world. 
Exquisite – I don’t use that word for much, but that’s what spring in 
Michigan is.
 The first prison – the first five years – I spent in Ypsilanti, a        fifteen-
minute drive from the college where my husband Sean and I met. Take 
State Street all the way out, out of  Ann Arbor, past the mall, past the 
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highway, past the strip malls, until Midwestern suburbia is all you can 
feel. Even in the rolling fields of  green you get the feeling a Wal-Mart is 
just around the corner. The road widens out there, though barely anyone 
drives that way. You can’t see the prison until you’re practically on top 
of  it, but as soon as you round that last corner and the speed limit evens 
out, you’re there: miles and miles of  razor wire, glistening in the sun.

The day I was arrested? February 25. And that story – that story I have 
to tell from outside myself. I can’t tell it any other way.

The morning of  February 24 was a Wednesday like any other. Sean 
got up at 6:00 a.m. for his shift at Kroger. He didn’t even try to get ready 
quietly; the alarm on his cell phone went off for a good minute before he 
even moved, as if  the alarm clock were a predator who might slink off 
if  Sean stayed perfectly still. Of  course Evelyn ruined that   possibility, 
finally rolling over in the second minute of  the computerized guitar solo 
and shoving the flat of  her hand into Sean’s bare back. 
 “Sean, turn the damn alarm off.” Her voice was raspy with sleep. 
 Sean grunted and grabbed the cell phone from the bedside table, 
knocking a full glass of  water into the pile of  clothes on the floor. “God 
damn it!” 
 Evelyn twisted away from him. Sean glared at the back of  her head, 
at the hair like rolled oats and coffee, Evelyn’s natural brown peeking 
out from behind the streaks of  ashy blonde she kept insisting her cousin 
paint into her hair.
 The alarm went off again and Evelyn made a low, snarling sound 
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that seemed to come from somewhere outside of  her. Slowly, tortuously, 
Sean pushed himself  up to sitting, burying his feet in the now-wet pile of  
clothes. His jeans were soaked through, the fabric cold and heavy against 
his feet. 
 The baby monitor on Evelyn’s dresser crackled.
 “Jessica’s up,” Sean whispered to Evelyn’s back. 
 Evelyn pressed her face into the pillow, ignoring him. Sean kicked 
his way through the clothes to the bench at the foot of  the bed and shook 
out the carefully folded polo shirt.
 The baby monitor crackled again and then the sounds of  crying 
filled the room: worn-out sobs, the dry wails broken only by Jessica’s 
inhalation. She’d been crying on and off for the past two days, but beyond 
her flushed cheeks and her unhappy face, neither Evelyn nor Sean could 
figure out what was wrong. She was eating normally, she didn’t have a 
fever – she didn’t seem to be sleeping much, but it was hard to tell.
 Jessica continued crying. Through the static of  the baby monitor, it 
sounded like a rusty car, growling and sputtering.
 Evelyn could picture Jessica’s squinched face: her chubby baby 
cheeks pushed up toward her eyes, her forehead wrinkled violently, eyes 
disappearing into the folds of  skin. Burying her face deeper in the pillow, 
Evelyn squeezed her own eyes shut. 
 Standing at the foot of  the bed, Sean tugged gently on Evelyn’s 
ankle through the diamond-patterned quilt. 
 “Evelyn. I have to go to work.” His voice was soft.
 Evelyn groaned and rolled over. Sean stretched the shirt over his 
head, pulling it over his stomach, pudgy now from beer and stress and 
age. 
 When Evelyn and Sean had first met, at eighteen, Sean was thin, 
fit, bordering on lanky. He had a swimmer’s body: broad shoulders and 
a narrow waist, arms too long for his body. His chest was smooth and 
pale – something you’d only know if  he took off his shirt, which Sean 
never did, unless they were at the pool. The first night they slept together, 
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Evelyn and Sean had stumbled back to Evelyn’s dorm room from a frat 
party, brave and a little woozy from jungle juice and free beer, so when 
Sean immediately put his shirt back on Evelyn chalked it up to drunken 
weirdness. Within a month, Evelyn and Sean were spending nearly every 
night together, squeezed into Evelyn’s twin bed, pressing their heads 
together to listen on headphones to CDs borrowed from Evelyn’s older 
brother: Red Hot Chili Peppers, Pearl Jam, Green Day. 
 And still – they dated for nearly a year before he would sleep shirt-
less with her. Before that, Evelyn and Sean would have sex – making love, 
Sean called it, until Evelyn asked him to stop – and as soon as they fin-
ished, Sean would rescue his abandoned t-shirt from the floor and wrig-
gle into it before settling in to sleep.
 Jessica’s cries increased in volume, sounding less mechanical now, 
more desperate. Evelyn had been up at midnight, and then one, three, 
five o’clock. Sean had taken the even hours. Whatever it was Jessica was 
crying about, it wasn’t going away. Evelyn made a mental note to call the 
pediatrician, even though she knew the money wasn’t there. She looked 
hopefully up at Sean, now fully dressed, busy pinning on his nametag.
 “Can you check on her before you leave?”
 “Evelyn, I have to go. Aren’t you the one who asked me to pick up 
all these extra hours?” 
 Evelyn sat up fully. “Yeah, because we have no money. What, you 
think I want you to never see our daughter? We need the fucking   money.”
 There was a rustling in the baby monitor, though the crying 
remained. 
 Sean shoved his arms into his raincoat. “You should probably check 
on her,” he said curtly, pausing in the doorway of  the bedroom to grab 
his Detroit Tigers baseball cap and jam it on his head.
 “Sha-a-awn.” Evelyn dragged his name out through clenched teeth. 
Her voice had turned into that of  a teenager.
 “Hey!” she yelled after Sean’s back. “When’re you gonna be home?”
 “Later.” Evelyn knew Sean must only be in the living room by now, 
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but his voice seemed to come from far away. 
 The front door slammed and Jessica’s screaming picked up. Evelyn 
leaned back against the headboard, shoulders slumped in defeat, before 
finally dragging herself  out of  bed and stumbling across the hall to   
Jessica’s room.  
 In the wooden crib in the center of  the room, Jessica was curled 
on her back, legs not quite flat, arms bent, tiny fists clenched next to her 
chin. Evelyn took a deep breath and walked to her, trying to channel 
calm, to glide. As Evelyn approached, Jessica raised one clenched fist in 
the air, kicking her feet. In her misery, Jessica’s whole face -- her whole 
head -- was red. Even on her scalp, red skin glared out from    beneath 
the wisps of  dark hair.

That red – it was the same color red that my bunkie in Michigan wore 
smeared on her lips. No – smeared is the wrong word. That’s what my 
mother did with her lipstick. Tara applied hers artfully, perfectly. Every 
time Tara had a visitor, there she was, leaning in close to the bathroom 
mirror, pressing on the color, hand steady.
 In my first year at Huron Valley Correctional, Sean only came once 
to see me. We’d talked on the phone a little that year, and sent   letters, 
but I hadn’t seen him in probably nine months when I finally got the 
visitor request. I remember being nervous to see him, nervous in a way 
that seemed odd – we weren’t ever married, but we’d known each other 
for five years and been together that long. But I felt as though I were 
meeting someone I’d known long ago. 
 The day Sean was scheduled to come see me, I felt a shift. For those 
first nine months, I didn’t dream about anything. My body had gone 
silent. Even when I strained to listen, all I could hear was the silence 
of  my limbs, the hollow stillness inside me. On that morning, though, I 
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woke with a churning stomach. An awareness of  being alive.
 Tara offered to lend me her lipstick, but Sean had never seen me with 
lipstick on before, and I didn’t want to start now. We stood still for count 
and waited for the officers to call out our numbers, the confirmation that 
people had come to see us. 
 When the officer turned to lead us across the grounds to the visiting 
room, Tara leaned over to me, just for a second, and blew a kiss into my 
ear. 
 “You gon’ be good, honey,” she whispered.
 The visiting room was tiled and filled with light. It looked like a 
very small school cafeteria, with six long tables and hard plastic chairs in 
shiny orange and blue. The whole room was lined in windows: the two 
outside walls had windows overlooking the grounds; facing away from 
the windows, you could see visitors walking through the metal detector, 
visitors being patted down by the officers. 
 Sean was already seated when I got there, at a corner table next 
to the outside windows. He rose when we entered, but didn’t touch me. 
He wore faded jeans and a dark t-shirt, and he was growing a beard. He 
looked older than I’d remembered. 
 Across the visiting room, I could see Tara and her mother, who’d 
come with Tara’s five-year-old daughter in tow. When Sean’s sister had 
come to visit me, I’d watched Tara in the visiting room, pouting those 
red, red lips at her boyfriend, an older white man with thinning hair 
he dyed brown and an endless collection of  striped polos. This time I 
watched as Tara braided her daughter’s hair and pursed her lips at her 
lecturing mother, who didn’t approve of  Tara’s lipstick or her boyfriend. 
Tara bit her lower lip, her teeth yellow against the red of  the lipstick and 
the darkness of  her skin. She plaited and re-plaited, her hands moving 
slowly and steadily through her daughter’s hair.
 Sean smiled hesitantly at me.
 His knees were turned toward me. Filled with a sudden softness for 
him, I scooted my chair forward until our knees touched under the table.
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 “Remember when we first met and you told me you were an expert 
in body language?” I asked.
 Sean smiled, a real smile this time. “I am,” he said. “Know how I 
know you’re into me?”
 “How?” I shifted my leg, rubbed my knee gently against his. The 
starchy cotton of  my uniform caught on his jeans. 
 “Your hands are clasped,” he said. “You clearly love me.” 
 I laughed, high and clear, and Sean laughed with me. His laugh 
was scraping, dusty. “Clearly,” I said, tapping my toes on the top of  his 
sneakered foot. My state-issued shoes were scuffed, wearing through on 
the faux-leather tips.
 I wanted him to remember the first month we knew each other. 
 We spent nights talking in my dorm room, Sean and I and my 
roommate, Katie. Our room overlooked the basketball court; when it 
was warm, Katie and I’d watch from her bed, giggling at the freshmen 
boys, so serious in their games.
 Katie and I were each curled on our own beds; Sean was at the desk 
chair between us, tilting back so the chair balanced on two legs. 
 “I mainly studied body language in high school,” Sean said. Coming 
from anyone else, I’d think it was an innuendo, but Sean was overly 
serious, overly studious.
 “Tell me,” I said.
 “Well, if  you look at people’s knees, that’s how you know.      Wherever 
they’re pointed, that’s where they want to be.”
 I stared at his knees – both Katie and I did. They were bare, tanned, 
pointed straight at me.
 Oh – what the body can say!
 I was joy wrapped in fear.
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The rest of  Evelyn’s day was work as usual. At 6:45 a.m., the doorbell 
rang. Evelyn balanced Jessica on her hip and padded down the half-flight 
of  wooden stairs to the landing. She opened the front door door to let in 
Janet and her two sons, Karl and Derrick. The world  outside was still 
dark. 
 Evelyn ran a daycare out of  her home for a few other kids in 
the neighborhood, the children of  moms who worked as waitresses 
and cashiers. Janet smiled tiredly at Evelyn, her straight brown hair           
folding cleanly around her heart-shaped face, green eyes lined neatly in       
eyeliner. 
 “Boys, go on in,” Evelyn said. Karl and Derrick trudged into the 
house. Karl, three and boisterous, dragged his red backpack behind him, 
bump-bump-bumping up the stairs. Derrick, at four-and-a-half, was 
serious and quiet; he wore his blue backpack properly, stepping  stoically 
behind Karl. 
 Jessica squirmed against Evelyn’s hip. Janet looked preoccupied. 
 “So I’ll be back at five?” Janet’s sentences went up at the end, 
questioning when they should have been declarative.
 Evelyn nodded. Jessica held a fistful of  Evelyn’s hair, which she 
jerked experimentally, startled when Evelyn’s head jerked back. 

Each week at Huron Valley, I met with Jenny the counselor and the 
support group in the prison chapel. There were seven of  us: three white, 
two black, one Latina, one Native American. Three lesbians, four straight. 
One married, two with girlfriends in here, two with boyfriends on the 
outside, one courting a sugar daddy, one single, not ready to mingle. 
Three in on drug charges, two for assisted robberies, one for murder, one 
for passing bad checks. The prison divides us into categories, but we do 
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it too. How else to live?
 We drifted into the Activities Building after chow, wandered through 
the unlocked doors into the flat-topped brick building. The floors were 
tiled, the hallways wide and well lit. Officers strolled in pairs, walkie-
talkies blaring unintelligibly. Across from the library and the auditorium 
was the chapel: a room a little larger than a college classroom, with rows 
of  folding chairs arranged before a podium. Each week, we’d drag the 
chairs into a circle.
 The night I want to tell you about, Jenny the counselor repeated the 
question from the week before: What’s your worst fear?
 I let the others tell their stories, wind their way around to their worst 
fears. Some people were straightforward: I’m afraid my daughter will never 
speak to me again, I’m afraid my dad will die while I’m in here. Charlotte, a quiet 
Native American woman who was nearing fifty said, simply, “I’m afraid 
all the time.”
 Then it was my turn.
 “Pass,” I said
 “Come on,” said Jenny. “We’re here for you.”
 Then the other women joined in. 
 “Just tell us a story,” Sasha said. Her legs were crossed tightly, like 
vines entangled in themselves. 
 “You can do it, baby,” Tamara said. “We’re listening.”
 Jenny nodded emphatically, blonde hair flopping limply. She was 
wearing faded jeans and a long-sleeve T-shirt emblazoned with company 
names, sponsors for a marathon. Her eyes were tired. 
 “I don’t know,” I said. “I don’t even know where to start.”
 And nobody said anything, but Sasha was leaning forward and 
Charlotte was watching me, quietly, with all the grace I’d always wished 
I had. So I began.
 When I was in second grade, we lived next to this lake. My dad was 
in the army, so we moved around a lot, but that year he was stationed 
in Virginia. My older brother Jeb tied a rope to the old oak on the edge 
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of  the lake, and we’d swing off the rope into the lake. The shallows were 
mucky and filled with weeds, so you had to make sure you jumped off the 
rope when you were far enough out. In the middle, the water was clear 
and cold.
 One day – I think it must have been July, because school hadn’t 
started yet, and it was just after my birthday – Jeb and I were out at 
the lake. It was early enough that no one else was around, and we were 
walking along the shallows, picking up stones with our toes. Jeb plucked a 
weed from the muck and grazed the back of  my neck with it; I screamed, 
batting wildly at my neck, and turned to retaliate. 
 Jeb laughed and took off in a run. I chased him for a few steps, but 
then I got tired of  the game and stopped to examine a pussywillow. When 
I looked up again, Jeb was clear across the lake. Behind him, I could see 
our mom coming down the hill from our house. Even from across the 
lake, I could tell her legs were shaky. She was waving something – it 
looked like a branch.
 I yelled out to warn Jeb, but he couldn’t hear me. He was staring at 
the water, cupping his hands. Trying to catch a frog, maybe. I     started to 
run to him, but I could tell Mom was going to reach him first.     Yelling, 
I waved my arms at him, pointing behind him. I don’t know who Jeb 
heard first – me or Mom – but she was nearly on top of  him before he 
realized. 
 Jeb dove into the water and swam to the middle. I was close enough 
to Mom now to see that what I’d thought was a branch in her hand was 
the fireplace poker. Jeb yelled for me, and I didn’t even think – just dove 
in the water and swam to him. 
 We stayed out there, treading water for nearly twenty minutes. My 
arms ached. Jeb and I pedaled our feet through the water, watching Mom 
on the shore, waving that fireplace poker and shouting. Her 
yelling came in bursts. For minutes at a time, she’d forget what she was 
doing and drag the fireplace poker around in the wild grasses at the edge 
of  the lake. Then she’d start yelling again, waving that poker around. 
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 I don’t know how long we’d been out there when she finally stopped. 
I was floating on my back, too tired to circle my arms   
anymore. The sky was clouding over. Jeb brushed against me and I’d 
forgotten where we were – I splashed water at him. I laughed; I thought 
it was a game. He grabbed my wrist. Stop it, he hissed, but it was the way 
he grabbed me that snapped me back. His fingers were afraid. I snatched 
my hand from him and jackknifed into the water.               Underneath, 
I opened my eyes wide, watching Jeb’s legs kick until my eyes and lungs 
burned.
 That lake – that lake grew me. It refused to drown me. 
 When I surfaced, Mom was still on the shoreline. She was leaning 
on the poker like a cane, staring away from us. 
 It broke something inside me, something that had never been whole 
to begin – or maybe it had been whole once, so long ago I couldn’t 
even put words to it, couldn’t attach language to memory. So long ago – 
maybe in the comfort of  blankets and a hand-knit preemie cap, knitted 
for me by the women’s knitting group there in town, love and gossip and 
care all woven into those tiny stitches – maybe then it was whole. But it 
broke soon after and it kept breaking, again and again, until it had been 
glued back together so many times my body had lost some of  the pieces.

 When I finished, Charlotte mumbled something so quietly I couldn’t 
hear. She was peeking out at me from behind a curtain of  hair, more grey 
than black. I didn’t ask her to repeat herself, because I knew she’d never 
say what I wanted to hear, what Sean said on the day      Jessica was born 
and what I’m so afraid no one will ever tell me again.
 After Jessica was born, the nurses had wheeled me into a private 
room to rest. The room was small and clean in the way that only hospitals 
can be – white sheets, white walls, white tiled floors. Sean helped the 
nurse lift me into the single bed in the middle of  the room, while my 
mother stood in the doorway. The nurse pulled back the tightly tucked 
sheets and Sean slid me gently into the cocoon of  white. A taupe blanket 
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was folded carefully at the end of  the bed. 
 When the nurse left, Mom sidled into the room and came to stand 
next to me, hovering over my bed. Sean held Jessica out to her and    after 
a moment, Mom took Jessica in her arms. She didn’t look at me or Sean; 
her eyes had that faraway look of  alcohol and memory-loss. With Jessica 
in her arms, she looked out the window above my bed and spoke to the 
brick courtyard below. 
 “I’m so glad you decided to do this naturally,” she said. 
 I didn’t look at the wheelchair in the corner, the evidence of  
my epidural, but even through my haze, I felt a shock of  guilt in my 
center. 
 “Being a mother is the most rewarding thing,” she went on. “You’ll 
be a wonderful mother. As long as you keep that temper of  yours in 
check.” 
 She turned and held Jessica out to me. “Be careful, darling,” she 
said. “I’ll be right back.”
 And then she left, probably to down the fifth of  whiskey hidden 
under her driver’s seat, and it was just me and Sean and Jessica. Sean 
propped me up in bed and perched beside me, holding Jessica. I ran my 
finger along the top of  her head and we both gazed down at her. 
 She was so tiny and perfect and wrinkled, as if  she’d already lived a 
thousand lives before she arrived in ours.  
 Sean tapped my finger with his and bent to kiss Jessica. 
 “You’re not her. You’ll never be her,” he said, and I didn’t know if  
he was talking to me or Jessica.

 After five years at Huron Valley, they shipped me out to Colorado. 
There was overcrowding in the Michigan prisons; Colorado needed jobs. 
There was space to spare.
 Wallace Hayes is in eastern Colorado. The buildings are the same 
as Huron Valley: brick, wire, concrete – and then just fields, as far out 
as you can see, flat and golden and crunching in late summer. The sky is 
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bigger out here on the plains, untempered by mountains. A sky this big 
could swallow you up.
 Sean’s still in Michigan, but he writes me with Zen meditations I 
should do. What is the sound of  one hand clapping? he asked me, in the first 
letter he sent me. What do we lose when we are already lost? All I could say is 
– the sound, Sean, doesn’t exist. Don’t write to ask me questions I can’t 
answer.

At midnight, Sean still wasn’t home. Evelyn had called him four times, 
once an hour since 8:00, and each time the phone had rung through to 
voicemail. Jessica was crying again, and Evelyn felt half  out of  her mind.
 “What do you want? Jessica! I don’t know what you want!” 
 Jessica’s wails grew louder. She flailed her arms, running one of  her 
fists into the side of  the crib. 
 Evelyn picked Jessica up, holding her between her legs, one hand 
behind her head so that she faced Evelyn. Evelyn swayed her hips,  sing-
ing her mother’s old lullaby.
 Hush little baby, don’t say a word.
 Jessica’s cries faltered.
 Evelyn danced her around the room, stopping in front of  the    mir-
ror to hold Jessica closer. And if  that looking glass gets broke … 
 Evelyn’s hair was disheveled, greasy. Her eyes were ringed in  crust-
ed mascara. 
 Jessica murmured, her eyes still wide. Evelyn kissed her on the fore-
head and laid her back in her crib, twisting the mobile hanging above the 
crib so the whales danced. Jessica lay on her back, fingers curling.
 Evelyn went back to bed. She laid her head down, falling quickly 
into sleep.
 The screaming started again.
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 It was 12:30. Sean still wasn’t home. 
 Evelyn padded to Jessica’s room, imagining Sean drunk, slumped at 
the bar. She didn’t know where – it was just a bar, unsteady stools pushed 
up to the rail, a cracking wooden bar top filled with careworn truckers, 
hopeless men.
 Evelyn pulled Jessica out of  her crib and held her against her 
shoulder. This close to her ear, Jessica’s cries burrowed into Evelyn. She 
couldn’t tell what was real and what was not. If  Jessica was still crying, 
or if  Evelyn’s ears were just ringing with the after-effects. Like a rock 
concert. Like a shooting range.
 She imagined Sean at the bar with one of  his coworkers, a beautiful 
blonde who worked the night shift at Kroger to put herself  through art 
school. A girl whose parents had never drank themselves to death, a girl 
who never dyed her hair, who still spoke to her brother and who could 
wade into a pool – a pool! a fucking pool – without hyperventilating.
 Evelyn’s stomach writhed. Her ears were splintering from the insides 
out.
 If  she were a good mother, she would’ve called the pediatrician 
hours ago. She would’ve driven her daughter to the doctor, demanded to 
know what was breaking inside her child. 
 But Sean had the car. 
 Jessica wiggled and squirmed and cried. Evelyn thought she heard 
the buzzing of  her phone and rushed to the bedroom, but when she 
opened her phone, only the time blazed back at her. 1:00.
 She imagined Sean crumpled behind the wheel of  his truck, smashed 
and deflated and lifeless.
 Next to her ear, Jessica’s crying was a siren, an ambulance shrieking 
toward disaster.
 Evelyn began to sob, her body heaving with Jessica’s, tears and 
mascara running down her face. Jessica howled, and Evelyn did, too, 
clutching Jessica tighter to her, pouring out her grief, her life, her self. 
 Finally, Evelyn sank to the floor, ankles trembling with exhaustion. 
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Still Jessica screamed. Evelyn laid her on the floor. She leaned over, her 
hair falling onto Jessica’s chest. Jessica grabbed for the unwashed strands, 
kicked her legs.
 Evelyn’s eyes closed. She placed her hand over Jessica’s mouth. 
 “Please,” she breathed. “Please.”

When I’m very tired, or very hungry, or very scared, a tiny part of  me 
thinks, if  Sean had just come home on time . . .
 And when I’m only a little bit tired and a little bit hungry and a little 
bit scared, another, bigger part of  me thinks, I am my mother’s daughter.
 But the truth lives in my body: these hands are mine, and mine 
alone.

 For ten years, I couldn’t remember that one hour of  that one day. 
 My other memories have always been loud; they’re with me all the 
time. Sometimes – most times in Michigan – they were clearer than my 
daily life. I’d be at dinner, chatting with Tara, reaching for the salt – and 
Jessica was there, banging on the plastic tabletop with open hands and 
laughing. Laughing. That weird, gurgling, water-filled laugh. 
 On the yard, I played euchre at the splintering picnic tables and 
Jessica pushed the cards to the ground, clumsily. I paged through heavy 
books in the law library and Jessica lay on the floor beside my chair, 
tapping her feet against my calves, delighted by the clap-clap-clapping of  
skin on skin. In the evening before count, I walked around the track with 
Tara and a few of  the other women and Jessica cried: loudly,    truly. She 
was clearer than the rustling of  the wheat fields, clearer than the murmur 
of  all the other women, clearer even than my own voice shouting out my 
number.
 In Colorado, my routines are the same, but Jessica doesn’t surface 
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much during the day. At night I dream about her:
 Walking down the sidewalk to the park near our house, Jessica  
totters between Sean and me, her hands wrapped around my thumb, 
Sean’s pinky. We count, one, two, three, and lift her off the sidewalk. She 
pumps her bare legs in the air, squealing with delight. 
 At the playground, she loves the swings best. I hoist her up and into 
the yellow swing, pulling down her red-flowered sundress and 
helping her fit her legs through the rubber-sided holes. Jessica’s arms 
are still ringed in baby fat, and her skin shifts as she reaches up. Push me, 
Mama! she yells, chubby little fingers wrapped around the chains. Push me!

 One day on the yard, I realize the answer to Sean’s question. 
 It’s December. There’s a dusting of  snow on the ground, and 
everything glitters. 
 One hand clapping: I used to think that was just a yearning, a 
reaching for the disappeared. But it’s not. One hand clapping is still the 
sound of  skin on skin, fingertips against palm. 
 Everyone else moves towards the buildings, trying to stay out of  
the wind. But not me: I stand out here in the middle of  the track, in the 
middle of  the yard, beneath that never-ending sky, and I flap my wrist. 
And there’s nothing but me and the snow and my one hand clapping 
– and the sound? It’s muted, and it takes more effort than two-handed 
clapping – but I can hear it, and that’s enough.
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Unsent Letter
       by Adriana Campoy

Did I tell you about how I saw, just outside
my front door, a seagull pinching a rotten steak

in its beak, a slab half  the size of  its own body?
And about the way it shifted its weight,

its cracked feet curving slightly
around the cobble, it’s half-lifted wings

twitching once? With a snap of  its neck
it flung the meat over its head, its beak

pointing skyward, the bloody steak
flapping like a soiled rag. It shuddered

as it started to swallow, opening
its beak to an obtuse angle, gulping,

its gullet stretching nearly to the size of  its torso
so it could pound the food down. There was

a lump on one side of  its neck where
the contours of  raw flesh pushed

against the walls of  the esophagus; the feathers
stuck out there like rumpled blades of  grass. 
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The still unswallowed meat sprouted
from the mouth, crumpling into a funnel shape

as if  it were meant to hold a bouquet.
Sometimes I disgust myself.

Maybe where you are the gulls
don’t care much for yesterday’s scraps,

diving into the sea instead. Maybe
I should stop trying to see

the world through your eyes.
What I can say is that when the gull

finished, it shook its head, smoothed its wings,
and kept picking through the sidewalk trash.

I couldn’t remember if  I was coming or going.
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Parangaricutirimícuaro
       by Adriana Campoy

Eighty-six and blind in one eye, my abuelo
lept over the sunken path between two beach houses.
It was a twelve-foot drop to the sloping cement,
but he swung one leg and then the other
onto the neighboring terraza. We held our breath,
watched him spread over space until he landed safely.
My tías had finished cooking in the next house;
perhaps he saw no reason to delay lunch.
Later my abuela scolded, terco, terco, terco.

He once told me how, on his way to see Paricutín
with my tío Mario, he jumped between railcars
en route from el D.F. to Michoacán. While villagers fled,
trains swayed under the weight of  volcano tourists.
He told how they stood pressed together,
all shoulders and knees; how he spent the ride staring
at the same man’s hat; how men passed a cup
so they could urinate. And the women? I asked.
He didn’t know. They must have held it.

Paricutín was born in a corn field’s fissure,
rising like a burning loaf  of  bread. To my knowledge,
none of  the villagers died. As ash from the swelling
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mountain filled the sky, they left San Juan Parangaricutiro
and their half-built church, its right tower now the only structure
not covered in blackened lava. Their town’s name,
a game my cousins and I would race to say fastest:
Parangaricutirimícuaro. Parangaricutirimícuaro.

When I think about the morning my abuelo died,
I turn on all the lights in the house. So as not to think
about how his breath left the room as we entered it.
How we crowded that room, all shoulders and knees
and damp faces. How my abuela’s chest heaved.
How two days later, a man on an industrial lift
put my abuelo’s ashes in a marble box
in the wall of  la Catedral de la Asunción.

When they arrived at Paricutín, my abuelo said,
they watched the great plume crackle with lightning.
I imagine him, twenty-two years old under the black sky,
red rivers reflected in his blue eyes. Dizzied
by the rumbling earth. He said Mario lit a cigar in a lava stream.
But he stood back with a handkerchief  over his mouth,
eyes burning, gaze steady on the molten bursts.
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El Mamey
       by Adriana Campoy

Twenty-five years ago I planted a black and shriveled pit, see, so it 
would give me a mamey tree. I’m still waiting for the fruit, for the soft 
swelling of  something I can pluck with my hands and part with a 
knife, pealing back the gray-brown skin to check the color of  the flesh 
(rose-orange means it’s ripe). The oblong pit glistens like the wings of  a 
beetle; if  you’re lucky, the fruit will have two (the second can be crushed 
into a poultice that will give you good dreams when you apply it under 
your eyes). Planters are not supposed to live to taste the fruit of  the 
mamey; we die with the first wilt of  its white petals after spring. But in 
twenty-five years my children have grown, my wife is weary and gaunt, 
my house leans five inches left and the wind from the mountains hisses 
through cracks in the roof. But the mamey, it towers ten meters high and 
the rain drips off the dark leaves into our mouths. A planter can never 
eat the fruit of  his own mamey; if  he doesn’t fade with the flowers, his 
heart will grow with the ripening drupes until it can no longer fit in his 
chest.
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Phone Call to the Closing Shift  by Adriana 
CampoyE
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She came for the dogs. It did not matter that she looked like a drowned 
mouse—clothes soaked to the skin, hair plastered to forehead, ragged 
suitcase in tow—born from the gutter, the rain. It did not matter that her 
pickled feet ached from walking the endless miles in soppy boots from 
the greyhound station. This is as far as I can take you, the guy had said, 
the engine still humming, the windshield wipers flicking back and forth 
against the darkness. She had forgotten his name. It had been too dark to 
see any roadkill. I’m sorry about the rain. Maybe you could catch a bus 
or something. He did not reach across the truck bench to kiss her. He only 
waited, a waft of  deep fry grease, for her to leave. He was just a former 
coworker—not Bruce. She had to learn distance. It was all relative, in the 
mind—if  you looked at your feet or up high. So she gathered her things 
from the back and walked.
 She came for the dogs. That was what she had to keep telling 
herself. No more going back and forth. She barely knew this city, except 

For the Dogs

by Justine Chan
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that through the cold and dark winding streets, barrel fire flare, beyond 
the crumbling towers, the squat rows of  houses, some abandoned, some 
houses of  squatters and sinners playing cards and staying up all night to 
listen to the rain, up the slanted steps, through a dark green door with 
39 notched in rust, the dogs would be there. All she had to do was ask 
around—there was no one else like Nigel and his dogs. She stood in the 
foyer, in the right place at the right time. Yet, to knock was another story.
 Maybe the dogs could already sense her, smell her—the floorboards 
had squeaked—their ears pricked, an unreel of  toenails clacking nearer. 
At any moment they would growl, bare their teeth, then bark—wildly, 
mercilessly—pawing, scratching, scraping until the door burst open. 
They would swarm her. All that husky fur. The piercing ice blue wolf  
eyes. Teeth to tear. Her tender throat. They did not belong to her.
 I’m sorry, she would plead. It had seemed like a good idea: she was 
going to race the Iditarod. It would be her first time in Alaska, crossing 
a vast, unimaginable distance on her own, in the bare elements, such 
below zero cold and snow, her first time mushing and working with dogs, 
even. She was not a dog person and never did anything so extreme, could 
never even make any decisions, but it seemed like the right thing to do, 
the only thing. She was not a broken person now. If  Bruce could live 
without her, then she could live without him, her own life.
 And it all seemed so very simple. She just needed Nigel’s dogs—
all six—to start her team, ten more dogs, a dog sled, some harnesses, 
carabineers, some dog booties, a new parka, snow pants, a butane stove, 
a tent, some tin pans, and whatever else she could find at the outdoor 
rec store. She just needed to do some proper research about the trail and 
tricks, train the dogs, learn mushing slang until she dreamed in command. 
haw. gee. haw. gee. She just needed to unpack her suitcase, wring all the 
water from her things, and hang them on a line with clothespins in a 
field of  prairie flowers. She just needed to peel off her clothes and lie 
naked before the wood stove, in Bruce’s lap, with his Irish sweatered 
arms around her. She just needed somewhere to stay, even if  the roofs 
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leaked rain into buckets—just not back at the lodge where they let her 
go because it was no longer summer. She was no longer needed. She just 
needed to call Bruce to hear his voice and to make him laugh and say oh, 
Gilly, how brave you are.
 She banged on the door.
 “What.” A growl of  a voice. It was Nigel, tall half-silhouette, hair 
cockatieled smoke. The one-armed man standing with one arm crossed, 
an empty sleeve. His eyes were puffy and grey ringed. The dogs swam, 
prodding their wet noses at her, sniffing and sniffing. “Do you know what 
time this is?”
 “I—” she started. She was dripping everywhere, leaving puddles. 
 “Wait,” he pinched the bridge of  his nose, squinting, “I know you 
from somewhere.”
 “I gave you a cigarette on the bus. You’re Nigel, right?” 
 She had only met him once, briefly, on an escapade into the city 
with her coworkers. She always left them at the sports bar while she 
wandered the farmers’ market and rode the buses to their ends and back. 
Every city she ever knew felt like a blur, her always lost.
 In this city, Nigel had stumbled onto the bus, a spitting image of  
Bob Dylan—the same shades resting on the curve of  a nose, the pursed 
thin cheekbones, the wild hair—to sit right next to her. His voice was 
nothing like Bob Dylan’s, not so much whine but a gruff grumble. He was 
already telling some story, almost yelling the way drunk, homeless people 
do so everyone could hear, about this double decker in London. His eyes 
were indiscernible—she did not know if  he was talking to her. And it 
did not matter until he mentioned Mount Everest and his lost arm. The 
dreamy glaciers. The scorching white sun. Crossing giant crevasses. The 
avalanche, a blinding white sweep. Cutting off his arm at the shoulder. 
The blood freezing as it touched the ice.
 By the time he had finished telling the story, he was somehow 
different. He was not Bob Dylan or Nigel even, but something legendary 
and ancient. He was a man whittled from a blues song, out of  smoke and 
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jangling piano and dust and dry mountain. He was not so much young 
but without age, carved from the middle of  the earth.
 “I was sleeping,” he said. “What do you want?”
 The dogs kept nudging her, smelling her knees and boots. There 
were so many of  them, all thick fur blanched and charcoal and tan, dark 
widow’s peaks and brows. They would know her scent, that she was just 
a nobody. She had not climbed Mount Everest or done anything, really. 
She would not pet them.
 “I was just . . .” she could not finish. The Iditarod. It was too big, too 
absurd, for her mouth. She had not told anyone, not even Bruce. Hardly 
anyone even knew about Bruce, not any of  her friends back where she 
grew up. They would all say what the fuck. How could you do this to 
yourself ? Doesn’t it ever bother you? Don’t you have any self-respect?
 “I’m freezing,” she said. The dogs had moved on to wandering 
around the hallway and up the stairs.
 “Okay. Then, I’ve got a towel,” he said, shaking his head slightly. 
But he did not turn to get one. He only shifted his weight and coughed 
slightly, waiting for her to leave, just like everyone else.
 “Can’t I stay here?” she said, dripping and dripping. “I’m homeless 
right now. I’m running in the Iditarod. I—you—”
 “Oh. One of  you,” he squeezed his eyes shut and ground his fist 
into his forehead. “I don’t deal with women. I only live with dogs.” 
 “I won’t be any trouble. You won’t even know I’m here.”
 “My dogs are wild. Vicious. Untrained.” He was already stepping 
back inside into the dim room. “Hey, get back in here,” he called through 
the hall.
 “Okay.” She hesitantly followed them in. She closed the door and 
tucked in the handle of  her suitcase.
 He slowly spun, gesturing at the broken coffee table, the empty 
walls, the tatty couch, a nest of  blankets and pillows, the grubby kitchen, 
the spilt water and food dishes. It smelled like dirt and burnt things and 
dogs. She noticed the bulk of  his figure was mostly layered sweatshirts—
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he was very thin. “My dogs only eat raw meat. Fresh from the cow.”
 “Okay.”
 He pointed at each of  the dogs. “Napoleon. Genghis Khan. Attila. 
Caesar. Alex the Great. Boudicca.”
 “So they’re all named after conquerors?”
 “Conquistadores,” he half-whispered, half-Spanish accented.
 He picked up a quilt from a mound on the floor and hurled it onto 
the couch. The dogs sniffed it over. “You’ll find a towel somewhere.”
 “What about Boudicca?” Boudicca was the lightest one, almost 
sand colored, with a blue eye and a brown eye.
 “She’s the rebel queen.”
 “I can be a rebel queen.”
 “Right,” he said. Then he lay down on the floor, curled up, his dogs 
all nuzzled around. 
 She felt she was somehow sleepwalking while unpacking her clothes 
and wringing them out. Nothing would ever dry. It took her a long time 
to fall asleep, but for the first time she did not dream of  Bruce, only snow 
falling, sifted through evergreen branches.

“Don’t tell me you’re living with some random hobo.”
 Of  course Bruce disapproved. A tiny flurry of  hope rose in her 
throat—maybe he was jealous. But he called her, of  course, when 
Danielle was presumably out of  his cabin. The day before Danielle came 
back from the Peace Corps in Africa he had probably washed the sheets 
and all his clothes so they would not smell of  Gillian anymore. And he 
probably thoroughly scoured and swept the floor of  her hair and cleared 
the cupboards of  her food. He would have donated the sweater she gave 
him or at least cut it up back into yarn for the birds to make nests, if  only 
the frost did not loom so.  
 “He’s not some random bum, Bruce. His name is Nigel. He’s  
a nice person,” Gillian said. She had ended up in a little leaf  blown 
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garden in the middle of  the city. Every shrub and tree had a tiny silver   
sign. Colloquial name. Scientific name. Native land.
 “Yeah, in the middle of  the slum. Don’t you know how many meth 
heads and squatters live there?”
 “A lot, I guess,” she said.
 “Are you safe?”
 “I’ve got six dogs around me.” She let him ask all the questions, 
throw the knives.
 “What does this guy even do?”
 “I don’t know. He’s gone all day though. And he looks like Bob 
Dylan, but with one arm.” 
 She could hear him sigh to himself. She did not have to ask about 
Danielle to know, to understand. Danielle must have been so dark and rail 
thin, recovering from ringworm, all her bones jutting out at sharp angles, 
when Bruce saw her coming out of  the airport gate. He probably kissed 
her, V-J Day sailor kissing a nurse style. On the way home, they might 
have gone to a grocery store and she might have had a breakdown—
all these things, anything you could ever possibly want, so neat on the 
shelf, the colors, the bright lights. He probably held her until she stopped 
crying—the only comforting thing he knew how to do. Then he probably 
drove her through the forest, plowing down all the creatures in the road, 
to his cabin, to fuck on the same bed, as if  it was their wedding night.
 “Have you found a new job yet?” he asked. His voice was dry and 
dull.
 “No. I’m looking though,” Gillian said. 
 It was a lie. She had spent most of  her days in the outdoor rec store 
learning to tie elaborate knots and testing out gadgets. The one she tried 
earlier melted snow into drinking water, but she decided a magnifying 
glass would be better.
 “Well, you better find something soon so you can move out of  there 
and take care of  yourself.”
 “I can take care of  myself. I’ve done it my entire life. You know.” 
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She was tired of  explainining.
 “So—” 
 “So what if  I want to be a nomad and travel all the time?” 
 “Well, do it now, while you’re young, but—”
 “What’s that supposed to mean?”
 “You can’t do it forever, Gilly.”
 “And why not?” 
 “It wastes money.” She could see the furrows in his beautiful brow. 
He was always the practical one—that was the irrevocable difference 
between them.
 “I don’t care about that. I never do anything, and now that I’ve 
found something I actually like, you just—”
 “You can’t.”
 “But—but—if  I didn’t come out here, we wouldn’t have met.”
 “Well,” he said, but nothing after. It was the same as in the car. He 
was waiting for her to get out. Leave.
 And somehow the call must have ended. And somehow she was 
weeping, wandering through the trees.
 She was Gillian. Homo Sapiens. No native land.

Most days it seemed she only saw Nigel asleep, buried in a jean jacket 
and his litter of  dogs. She had never seen anyone sleep so much, but 
maybe it was because she came back late and sometimes half  drunk. She 
did not do well at the bars—the only word she knew was Bruce, caught 
in her throat. She could only point and drink. Mostly she frequented the 
library looking at photo books of  caribou and brown bears and Sherpa 
people and hand built log cabins. Sometimes she tried to walk back to 
the national park and the lodge, but she could never make it outside the 
city limits. It was difficult to remember the days or if  all her limbs were 
in place—she would wake up in the middle of  the night patting herself, 
checking and shivering.
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 On one of  these days, she tried to help Nigel walk the dogs. It was 
dusk, the grittier violet half, and windy with a sudden nip and a swirl of  
yellow leaves. He just let them run wild and leash-less around the park 
while he stood watching, his hand and empty cuff tucked in his pockets. 
His empty sleeve billowed. She threw a tennis ball the color of  cheese to 
them, and one of  the dogs would return it covered in slobber. 
 “You were wrong. Your dogs aren’t mean at all,” she laughed. 
 “You can’t stay here forever,” he said, his face in shadow.
 “I know.”
 Attila or Napoleon dashed up to him and licked his hand. He knelt 
and petted the dog in long strokes. “What are you running from?” he 
said, not looking at her.
 “What do you mean?”
 “You don’t just do something so epic and stupid if  you’re not running 
from something, or someone.”
 “Like you and Everest?”
 This time he laughed. “I was climbing, not running. Different story.”
 “Who said it’s stupid then?” She hurled the tennis ball into the 
darkness. The dogs’ eyes glinted metallic, wolf  eyes. 
 “I do,” he shrugged. “I can smell your fear.” 
 He tilted his head to the wind as if  he was sniffing. She tried to sniff 
too, but she could only smell the cold bristling. Her nose was cold.
 “You’re just trying to get me to leave. Everyone does,” she said. She 
would not talk of  Bruce.
 “Yeah. Duh. Go away,” he said, extending his one arm out and 
pointing to somewhere. She could barely see anything. The dogs darted 
near, a flash of  fur, then darkness. “This is how you do it: you hitchhike 
your ass out of  here, or you get a car.” He waved a peace sign at her face.
 She shook her head. “I can’t deal with cars.” 
 “What.”   
 “It’s this thing with roadkill and—yeah.”
 “Roadkill,” he said, looking so much like Bob Dylan and too thin. 
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His empty sleeve billowed loose, flapping madly like the tail of  a kite. She 
could not catch him.
 “Roadkill,” she said. It was always her fault. The sinew, the bones, 
the splatter of  blood. She could never look away, trying to figure out 
what it was, could not stop in time, the physics of  speed. A bird a burst 
of  yellow bile and feathers across the glass. The deer waiting, starstruck, 
crashing antlers, a splintering. The buzzards circling in the wind. Nothing 
knew how to cross the road when they should never cross and she could 
not stop—
 “Hey,” he said, and for once, he looked her in the eye. “I hacked off 
my arm before the frostbite could take over. I would have starved. I could 
not feel my fingers, not even the ice clamping down on me. I just dangled 
. . .”
 The whole time his one hand was a saw at his stump. He cut slowly, 
gingerly, as if  the blade was not sharp enough. She felt it, more than saw 
it. He stopped.
 “Destroy it before it can destroy you.”
 Then he lifted his hand in a marvelous arc, the saw becoming a 
small hoop of  thumb and index finger together, to his mouth. She was 
mesmerized, heartbroken. He puffed his cheeks and blew. A long, high 
and lonely whistle soared into the night. The dogs came running.

The last time she saw Bruce was when he broke up with her. She had 
known it was going to happen—they had agreed on it, up to the date—
Danielle would be back and he chose her long ago—he had kept some 
distance. Their love—if  it was even that—was eternal breakup. But when 
the moment came, at the lower loch, she was not ready. Just before, they 
had been laughing, drinking the dandelion wine he had brewed earlier in 
the summer out of  mason jar mugs. He was grinning, his beautiful eyes 
gone crinkly. He was wearing her favorite blue flannel.
 Beyond that point, it ceased to make sense. It was a constellation 
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with all the right stars, but it made no shape or story, only pierced holes 
in a sunless dark.
 On the dirt trail, she could feel Bruce’s shoulders grow tense. He let 
go of  her hand. When they reached the lake, they perched on a bleached 
boulder. The water was indigo, the sky clear. He said, as if  there was no 
need to preface,
 “Will you grow to resent me?”
 “No,” she tried to laugh, but his every word was a set fox trap. She 
had practiced for this, talking to herself, but the right words did not seem 
right. “Am I supposed to?” 
 “You won’t see me for a long time—then it might happen.”
 “If  anything, you’re going to hate me.” That was right. She could 
do it.
 He shook his head. “I will hate myself  for hurting you, Gillian. I 
have already resigned myself  to the fact that I am no longer a good or 
honest man—”
 “Stop talking like that,” she nudged her nose to his shoulder and 
wrapped her arms around him. But he stayed stiff, cracking his knuckles.
 “You don’t get it—I cheated on Danielle and I hurt you—”
 “I let you though—”
 “And I hope you will meet a guy whose feelings for you are mutual 
and he will take better care of—”
 “Stop talking like that. I don’t want to hear it,” she said and stood 
up and pressed her forehead against his so his eyes were so close they 
were dark moths. “You are good. You have done good things. And I 
want—” He looped his arms around her waist.
 “I’m not. I’m not. Nothing I do will make it better. But I don’t want 
to make this about me—it’s about you, Gilly. I know you will take this 
experience and grow as a person—”
 “Stop,” she touched her nose to his. Her hair fell around his face.
 “Why? We’re supposed to talk about this.” His voice so soft.
 “Talk,” she said.
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 “Yeah, talk,” he said and touched her cheek. 
 She talked so the ache would go away: “But I already know what 
you’re going to say: we’re done. You love her. You’re going back to her. 
You’re going to hate me. Or you hate me already because you’re ashamed 
of  me. You won’t say, but you’re so ashamed. You just want me to forget 
you so I’ll go away because you’ll see me and hate yourself, I know, and 
then you’ll hate me because I make you hate yourself  and then we’ll 
pretend to forget about each other but you’ll forget about me because 
you don’t care—you don’t care about me—”
 But then he kissed her on the mouth, like in an old black-and-white 
movie, and she couldn’t say anything anymore. He kissed her. The light 
was pink and gauzy, the water gold. He kissed her. She forgot. A summer 
chill set in.
 They went back to his cabin, and without a word, she packed her 
things into her only suitcase while he scraped out cracked caulk from the 
walls. She stepped around him when she circled the edges, running her 
hands over every log, every smoothed scar and knot, that made up this 
house. She circled and circled, faster and faster, touching everything until 
she ran straight into him. He dropped his chisel. He cupped her face in 
his hands and kissed her on the forehead. His shirt was damp with cold 
sweat.
 He drove her through the darkness, high beams the only light, down 
winding road. On either side hemmed trees and rock face like ghastly 
memories. 
 “Will you ever tell her?” she asked. She was sitting on her hands. 
She was hoping for a deer to wander into the road so he would swerve 
off the cliff. They would fly, together, through the dark. She would be so 
happy.
 “No.” His voice was rigid, rational, ugly.
 “But she deserves to know.”
 “No, a breach of  this magnitude is totally unforgiveable.”
 “But if  you love her—”
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 “My attachment for her has only grown this past year,” he said. She 
did not know if  that was directed at her, but she felt the sting. She was 
the wrong girl. The only part of  him she could see were his knuckles on 
the steering wheel, clenched and white.
 “But,” she choked, “you can’t. It isn’t fair to her.” Danielle would 
come back from Peace Corps, straight out of  a You Can Feed the Hungry 
African Children poster. She would be a hero, sick and thin, and he 
would lie to her.
 “Well, I don’t question her affection towards others, just as she does 
not question mine. And as long as her feelings for me are just as strong, 
and they are, then there is no reason to tell her.”
 “But—”
 “This is just between you and me.” The car was speeding or there 
was no such thing as speed. Only light on road and solid yellow lines.
 “But you cannot destroy other people and throw them away and 
just run away back behind the shield of  your all powerful love.”
 He was speeding—a sudden lurch pinned her to her seat.
 “Is that all you think I did? Destroy you?”
 “No—but you have to see the consequences of  the things you do—”
 “I do see—”
 “Then you would feel better about yourself  if  you just told—”
 For once he had turned his head in her direction, without missing a 
heartbeat, but the only thing she could see was the wild glint in his eyes. 
He was mad. She was mad. The car plummeted downhill. There was no 
stopping.
 “Would I now? Would I really?”

There were days she was good, radiant with this energy. She would 
wake up and drink some tea and head off to the library. She read all 
about the Inupiat, the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers, moose alley, cross 
country skiing, camping on ice, Denali National Park, aurora borealis, 
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hypothermia, snow foxes and snow hares, Balto, gold mining, salmon, 
Oregon Trail pioneers, Conestoga wagons, Lewis and Clark, canoes, 
moors, Vikings, the Silk Road, spices, Mongolians and yurts, wild horses 
and bison. She read poetry of  fog and tundra and spruces.
 She bought a map of  Alaska and highlighted the route. There were 
so many towns along the way with such beautiful names: Koyuk, Rhon, 
Rainy Pass, Skwentna, Knik, Ophir, Kaltag, Eagle Island, Elim, Goldvin, 
Nome. It would never come true—she was very aware—but Bruce would 
be at each of  the checkpoints, bundled up like a small cloud, waiting for 
her. He would spot her, brilliant eyes behind his balaclava, and wrap her 
in his arms, tighter than a papoose. Everything was for him.
 She even went on a run with the dogs one morning to whip them 
into shape. She took them as far as the water, but then they dashed too 
far ahead, in a flurry. She was left behind, puffing and pounding her feet 
back through the grey beach and grittiness and sun angled towers.
 She found them crowded around Nigel at the steps of  39. He had a 
box of  milky bone treats tucked under his one arm. 
 “Hey, I see that,” she said, pointing.
 “You were too slow. No treat for you,” he laughed.

Other days, she was brittle. She was not infinitely interesting, home 
from Africa, with all these stories and a Bruce to listen to them. All the 
leaves had fallen and a brown sludge remained that stuck to her shoes. 
She went to the beach after dusk had fallen, stepping over the broken 
needles in the sand, to walk along the cold and black brimming water. 
It always reached for her, soaking her shoes and the hems of  her jeans 
with salt. If  there were no bums in the tunnels, she would talk to Bruce. 
Bruce, I miss you so much. I miss you so much. I miss you so much. Her 
voice echoed forever on or it was her, terrible and crazy and wrong. Cars 
zoomed past and she had to keep walking.
 There were many stories where the guy falls for the wrong girl. In 
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one, the girl’s sea sisters cut off all their hair to procure a dagger from the 
sea witch. Here, plunge it into his heart while he sleeps and come back 
to us. In another, the girl turns into a swan at night, and she kills herself. 
But in all the stories, it is always about the first girl, the original girl. The 
second one is the seductress, the evil crone in disguise. Gillian had the 
dagger, the secret, and she could march all the way back to the cabin 
and kick down the door and holler till the roof  caved. But that would not 
make him love her. She could not force the world.
 She could destroy herself—that was the choice. Every time she 
crossed the road, she thought about how nice it would be to lie down 
right there, curled up on her side, right in the middle of  the pavement. 
She would be walking—her legs would crumple beneath her. She would 
tuck her hands under her head and wait, for the bright light, to burst, 
nebulous.
 She tried to sleep outside in a patch of  brown grass in the lot behind 
39 with a thin sleeping bag. The ground was lumpy and it was chilly, but 
it was better than on ice or snow. But as soon as she fell asleep, something 
wet and warm and rough brushed her cheek.  
 “Hey, get up,” said Nigel. She blinked at his upside down Bob Dylan 
face above her. Of  course the dogs hovered around. “Are you drunk?”
 “No. I am learning the cold,” she said, but he knelt beside her and 
felt her forehead and cheeks with the back of  his hand, then compared 
it to his own. The gesture made her feel feverish and sad and sleepy. He 
could have been a dream—this was dream talk.
 “You’re small and weak. You can’t last the cold. You’re not built for 
it.”
 “Can’t we talk? Like sentient human beings for once?”
 “ ‘Sentient?’ Like sentimental?”
 “No,” she tried to sit up, but slid back down. “I mean, stop talking like 
a cave man.” She could not see the stars, but they were there, hemming 
them in.
 “Cave man? Look at you. Can’t even take care of  yourself,” he 
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shook his head. 
 “On the bus you were telling this story. You were different, eloquent. 
Magic.”
 “It—I was just telling a story. What, you want me to regale you with 
that 24/7?”
 “You should just leave me here to die,” she said, turning over on her 
side. She dug her fingers into the dirt and closed her eyes.
 “Hey, if  you’re out here, the dogs won’t stay inside.”
 “What good are you then?” 
 He sniffed. “What good are you?” 
 The dogs began to howl, wolf  calls. She shivered. They sounded so 
far away. 
 “No good at all. You at least look like Bob Dylan. And you climbed 
Everest.”
 “So what.”
 “So what? You’re a cool cat now.”
 “But then,” he growled, “what do you do after Everest, huh? What’s 
the point?”

Another night, she simply could not sleep. Her mind was reeling too 
much. She did not want to turn on a light and read, wake the dogs. When 
she could not sleep at the lodge, when she and Bruce were first almost 
together, she had called him. And he came through the quiet darkness, in 
his pajamas and flip-flops, his hair ruffled and messy, right up to the door. 
He took her hand, guided her through the wood and shadowed brush, 
over slippery patches and gnarled roots, on the long path to his cabin. 
No one watched but the stars. Once inside, he slipped into bed and drew 
back the covers into a small cave, for her. She crawled in and nestled into 
the curve of  him. He buried his nose in her hair, tucking her under his 
leg. No one did that, no one so kind. He smelled like campfire, wisps of  
cedar and ash. The night roared softly outside. They were the only ones 
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left in the world.
 But now she was tired, disappointed. The only one. There was 
only Nigel on the steps smoking a cigarette. He seemed stooped, bent at 
strange angles, all blue guitarist, in his old jean jacket. It was late or early, 
too cold.
 “Do you ever miss your arm?” she asked. She felt awake for once. 
 “You cry in your sleep.” He blew smoke into the seeped blue-black 
night, glowing at the tiniest edges.
 “Oh.” She sat down on the step next to him and hugged her knees. 
“Can I ask you something? Have you—I don’t know—have you ever 
cheated on anyone or been cheated on?”
 “I don’t deal with women.” He flicked his cigarette into the street. 
 “But—”
 “I’m tired of  this. My dogs are conquistadores.” 
 “I know, I know, but there’s this—”
 “Hey, it’s just a motherfucking mountain, you know? You just say, 
‘Give me back my arm, you motherfucker,’ ” he said, hacking at the 
air with his arm. He was ridiculous, almost hilarious. She didn’t know 
whether to laugh or cry.
 “But I didn’t lose my arm,” she said. 
 “You know what I mean.”
 “No, tell me.”
 “You gotta go back and say, ‘Hey Asshole, give it back to me.’ ”
He leaped up and jabbed his finger at the air. “Give it back.”
 “I can’t,” she laughed or sobbed. “I don’t know what ‘it’ is.”
 “It,” he pounded a fist to his chest.
 “No.” 
 “Yes. He’s an asshole. He deserves to be slapped around a bit.” He 
waved his arm like windmill crazy. “Come on.”
 “To where?” she said. She stood up, and on the steps, she was taller 
than he was. She was weeping. He stopped. “I don’t know what you’re 
asking me to do. I can’t just go see Bruce. You don’t even know what the 
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deal is. He doesn’t—he doesn’t want me anymore and I can’t do anything 
anymore—I don’t even care about the Iditarod. It was just something he 
talked about once—dogs running through snow . . . ”
 Nigel stared at her, his hand in pocket, his eyes quiet. He seemed 
smaller, mangier. He shrugged and kicked a pebble. At last, he said,
 “Then you have to lie to yourself. You get in the truck, the driver’s 
seat, the dogs in the back. You watch the woods. You watch the sky grow 
pink and hear the birds. You reclaim those trees, that land. You hike, but 
you don’t look for him. You don’t wait for him. You let him come back, 
only on his own. You get better. You get brave again. You save up all your 
money to go to Moscow—Russia, yeah—to find your biological father. 
But you don’t find him. You end up drunk and passed out in the streets 
in the middle of  winter. They amputate your whole arm. You always 
forget. You wake up from dreams and it’s gone. You tell yourself  you lost 
it climbing Everest. You do the research and you get some dogs. You tell 
the story so much that you’re so damn good at it. You’re so good you’re 
golden and no one can ever touch you . . . ”
 “Then why can’t you sleep?” she said.
 He shrugged. “I have to go get my arm,” he laughed. He laughed 
and laughed like a sweet maniac. Then he turned and started walking 
away through the streets, straight down the middle, his hand in his pocket.
 The bitter dawn had broken. The reddish light was soft and blurred, 
dark at the edges. She waited until Nigel was a distance away before fol-
lowing. The world was sprawling and so small, and for once, she was 
there just right. They were the only ones left in the world. And somehow 
the dogs appeared already, at her side. 
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So Many Wrong Turns by Mark Petterson

Overheard
Tully’s Coffee

Capitol Hill, Seattle

Hey buddy
 Hey you
Seattle’s gonna crash – Crack in half,
like an Easter egg - the big one’s coming. 

I’m no evangelist, just a concerned citizen. 
 Just a person in-the-know.
The freeways will splinter.
The skyscrapers melt into jelly.

When? Soon.
 Tomorrow. 
Why? Because. 
History. Iniquity. So many wrong turns.

I’m on my way out of  town.
 Just as soon as I get this coffee.
Stuck around to tell you, buddy.
Stayed here just to let you know.
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Digging In by Mark Petterson

Sunday morning, raccoons outside the window, at it again. I was 
reading Levertov’s Evening Train and waiting for the coffee to kick in.

Audible shuffling surrounded by screeches and maybe the cries of  a 
toddler who has lost a toy or a cat who has lost a limb. 

Took out my phone. Shazaam-ed the noises. Googled rats and cats and 
pigeons.

Nothing doing, read some interesting things before I saw what was 
actually going on. Two raccoons out there, screwing like there was no 
tomorrow. 

In a tree. Just above my window.

Staring at me the whole time. Like a couple of  goddamn lunatics.

I read, on Wikipedia, that raccoon life is pretty much entirely composed 
of  three activities – rummaging through the garbage, scurrying under 
the neighbor’s porch, and fucking.

I’ll dig in,
into my days, having come here to live, 

not to visit. 
~ Denise Levertov, “Settling”
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Though raccoons are extremely intelligent, these behaviors that 
compose the primary canon are mostly instinctive, according to 
biologists and, to me at least, acceptable activities for wild animals. 

The problem happens when humans get involved. 

For example: a friend kept a raccoon as a sort of  outdoor pet for a few 
months, leaving out dry cat food behind his garage and keeping his 
cat indoors. Eventually the cat escaped through an open window and 
challenged the raccoon. Friend broke up the fight while wearing oven 
mitts and a catcher’s mask. 

Another thing that Wikipedia told me was that raccoons remember 
specific tasks and sequences, like the numerical code to a padlock or the 
weekly route of  a garbage truck. They can retain this information for 
up to three years, but usually only live two years, in the wild. 

Also, one time I took a BuzzFeed quiz: “Is your boyfriend a good guy 
or just a raccoon?” After answering the last question that yes, indeed, 
he is often found scurrying under the neighbor’s porch, Buzzfeed told 
me that my boyfriend was actually just a raccoon and they were sorry 
they had to tell me that.

I had recently moved into this apartment with a view of  the mountain 
through the thin spires of  a hanging willow. Moved to Seattle after 
heartbreaks plenty, to find a center of  something again. 

But I didn’t really have a clear vision of  what that might look like. 
Maybe herons would appear and perch in a nearby tree, maybe the 
mountain would audibly speak its majesty, or the Sound would reveal 
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its secrets and tranquility.  

Raccoons appeared in the tree, the mountain was rarely ever visible in 
the fog, and all I heard about the Sound were stories of  terrifying giant 
octopuses that were maybe or maybe not trying to escape the aquarium 
and, I assume, come to my apartment and eat me.

And that Sunday, it was the beginning of  Lent. 

Not a time, I know, to be preparing for mass by staring at a couple of  
raccoons engaging in their natural non-human animal act.

There’s not quite an apt enough metaphor for the frustration that 
happens when you’re trying to be spiritual somehow, to look at the 
mountain, to imagine majesty or something, and all you can hear is 
the ungodly screeching of  two amorous street critters and imagine that 
they were sent by the devil himself  to distract you and make you unholy 
or something. 

The piety I was looking for never came that morning. The peace, that 
transcendent moment, the shanti that I had come to the city looking 
for, never arrived.

Or at least I didn’t notice it, as transfixed and driven to distraction as I 
was by the sights and sounds of  my little neighbors who just wanted to 
have a good old raccoon time. 

The mountain didn’t sing a canticle of  creation, the clouds didn’t even 
break. 
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I made it to mass eventually, and while I spent most of  the service in 
the back pew reading the Levertov poems that I had not been able
to focus on that morning, I think even that can be a religious act.

The mountain was still there that evening. The raccoons were still 
there. They still hissed at me. The clouds were still there, unbroken, the 
mountain still stood silent, in its dumb witnessing presence.
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I’m driving through the night up Interstate 45, ticking off the exit signs 
of  east Texas, making my way back home. I’m coming home, I say to myself, 
though I know not to whom. I’m going home, I should say. I’m going home, 
driving through the nightscape of  east Texas, running past the signs that 
prick 45 North. Houston is behind me, in the rearview mirror, as the 
song says. As many songs say. It’s a cliché, but a good one. Things didn’t 
work out. Things changed. Nothing stays the same, Angel once said to me 
on a quiet night, kicking back in the security lounge of  the museum 
basement. That’s your problem. You want everything to stay the same, but time just 
keeps ticking. You gotta go with the flow. I said you sound like Boethius, Fortune’s 
wheel and all that and he said who? and I said Boethius, early medieval writer 
and Cedric said shit (though he made it long and loopy—shiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit—
as if  in the act of  enunciating the word he had to push it through a crazy 
straw) if  it’s a writer ain’t no one sound like Boethius but you.
 I shouldn’t say I’m driving. We’re driving. Up 45 North, away from 

Going Home

by Steve Werkmeister
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Houston. Not really Houston, but Montrose. I didn’t live in Houston; it 
was just the city that surrounded us, our neighborhood, our island west 
of  downtown, north of  the museum district, a hodgepodge of  bad apples 
and lost souls and gentrification junkies, students and immigrants and 
artists and dealers, humanity’s flimflam, the wrack and ruin of  late-20th 
century America.  Actually, to be completely honest and fair to all sides, 
my uncle’s driving. He came down from Omaha for the express purpose 
of  fetching me and my worldly belongings. I’m just sitting here, shoulder 
pressing against door, the right side of  my head pressing against window, 
as the signs go by. Places that mean nothing. Just names, each one a name 
closer to the name I call home.
 So what I should say, really this time, is I’m being driven. Driven 
back home. Though I hate saying it that way since as soon as I do, my 
mother’s voice drives itself  through the needle of  my mind and up the 
arm and into the loops of  wires leading to the cabinet speaker of  the 
living nightmare called memory (it’s a very intricate process, the manner 
by which a mother’s voice burrows into her child’s psyche):  Oh, it’s 
always someone else with you, isn’t it? You never heard of  personal responsibility. 
Poor me, it wasn’t my fault. I was driven. I sigh, and a very slight ghost of  
my breath lingers on the window. Another few signs emerge in and then 
out of  the headlights, and they’re gone. It’s like watching the toys of  the 
Titanic’s preschool—green rectangles, blue squares, small circles yellow 
and white—bob in and out of  the dark waters of  the north Atlantic, 
skimming past the drowned.  Montrose didn’t work out, so my uncle 
came to get me, and now we’re driving home.
 I didn’t ask my uncle to come get me, no matter what my mom says.
 “I talked to your mother yesterday. She said you’re moving back.”
 “Yeah. Probably the end of  the month. “
 “What the hell you doing that for?”
 “I just have to get out of  here. I think I just want to go home, finish 
my degree at UNL.”
 “I didn’t think you’d ever come back to this place. Are you in 
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trouble?”
 “No, nothing like that. It’s just stuff.  This was a stupid idea and I’m 
not going anywhere. I don’t know.”
 “Did you knock up some broad?” 
 “No. Seriously, it’s just me. I just have to get out.”
 “Jesus Christ. Well, look—can you be ready in three days? I’ll come 
get you in the truck.”
 “You don’t have to do that.”
 “You don’t have to tell me I don’t have to do that. I’m not asking 
your goddamn permission. You need a U-Haul?”
 “No. I’m leaving most of  it. I’m just taking the books and CDs. My 
clothes.”
 “Jesus, your books and CDs. You’ll need a U-Haul.”
 It ended up being just a few boxes, maybe fifteen. I sold most of  it for 
cash. I knew a couple homeless guys living in an old shed in this Quaker 
lady’s backyard, so I ran them down one day and they hauled away the 
couch by balancing it on two shopping carts they stole from the H-E-B’s 
parking lot. It was kind of  funny watching them roll it down the street. 
Every few feet they would have to stop to readjust since the wheels would 
hit a crack or just go all wobbly, and the couch would start to tip towards 
one side. The couch was heavy—it was a sleeper, a couple decades old, 
one of  those ones where the springs and frame were made of  recycled 
railroad tracks or something, yet even then it would have been easier 
just to carry it the four blocks and take a rest every half  or so. Not as 
theatrical, though. There was something Buster Keatonish about them, 
Charlie Chaplinish. When they came back for the mattress, thin enough 
that they could roll it up like a burrito and carry it on their shoulders, I 
gave them a bottle of  cheap wine I had bought out of  desperation one 
weekend just as the last paycheck was running out, a bottle so cheap I 
had never been desperate enough to actually drink it, though it was a 
comfort to have around, just in case.
 And thinking about it now, a Texan who’s not only a Quaker but 
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doesn’t own a truck? She belonged there less than I did.
 The bedroom furniture—what there was, really just the bed and a 
nightstand and an ancient dresser meant for a child—was in the alley, the 
mattress smelled of  piss and puke and was stuffed into the bin as well as I 
could get it in the middle of  the night, and the pieces of  the furniture just 
kind of  piled up, the odd screw and shards of  pressed wood soaking in the 
spring rain next to the box that was now just the bent and broken parts 
of  what used to be a television. I had gone kind of  crazy one night. I lost 
my shit, to be honest, and I was alone and everything that was sad and 
angry and frustrated came together and I had this idea that I would just 
do every bit of  drug or alcohol I had stashed away around the apartment 
and I cranked up some Dead Kennedys and disconnected the phone 
from the wall and turned off all the lights and opened up the curtains 
so the only light was that coming through the windows the streetlights 
and traffic and I decided that night, that very night, I would either die or 
not. And then at some point everything got red and swirly and I knew I 
wasn’t going anywhere, that there would be a morning and I would still 
be here, and more than likely when I plugged in the phone there’d be 
a call from the landlord asking about the noise and eventually I’d still 
have to go to work, so I took it out on the furniture. Not very forward-
thinking, I know.  Even then, though, I didn’t touch the bookcases. They 
would stay. Empty as forgotten coffins.

We’re driving past Huntsville. It makes me feel a bit sick, though I 
don’t know why.  It’s where they execute the prisoners, and Texas being 
Texas…well. I always imagined a literal death mill, humans being ground 
to meat like in the Pink Floyd film. Killing through science, death by amps 
and wattage. I guess that’s what it was that got to me, the calculation of  
death, the weights and measures. When people killed, it was usually in 
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response to an ache, spiritual or psychic pain taking the form of  a violent 
act that was almost always futile. You never really lose suffering. You 
never hear anyone say “I killed my ex-wife, and now I feel better”; the 
pain just moves over to something different, assumes another face. Pain 
begets pain. It’s sad, really. The state doesn’t kill from a state of  suffering, 
though. In Huntsville, death was just another form of  accounting, of  
credits and debits, of  rows and columns and one human figure, one sad, 
fucked-up, probably black or brown or poor human being, gets erased 
from one box and marked down in another.  Eraser leavings are brushed 
away, a page is turned and a guy leaves his desk to get a cup of  weak 
coffee. On to the next.
 “You got a job lined up when you get back?”
 “No. I figured I’d try the art museum on campus. The director at 
the MFA gave me a really good recommendation.”
 “I know these guys could hook you up with something. You got your 
license? It would just be driving a couple times a month.” Maybe he was 
thinking about Huntsville, too. My uncle had done some time in prison 
in the early 60s, and it ended up he just came out knowing some guys 
for pretty much the rest of  his life. He was always getting free things—
kitchen tiles, leather coats, paving stones once—from some guys he knew. 
It wasn’t like that, though, what you’re thinking. He wasn’t…sometimes I 
would hear of  favors, funny stories that were never really funny because 
he would never tell us the entire thing, leaving out chunks, pausing over 
names and places, that kind of  thing, but he had a job at a construction 
management place. Most of  the time, he was an 8-5, lunch-pail kind of  
guy. But then he’d tell us these half-stories and say “well, you probably 
saw it in the paper” and kind of  wave his hand, like he was knocking a fly 
off course. And you’d just laugh because he was laughing, but you knew 
there was so much more that could make this an actual story.
 “It’s a Texas one. It’s still good for a while, though. I have to pay off 
this old fine before I can get a Nebraska one.”
 “Why didn’t you pay the fine?” I can tell he’s getting annoyed 
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with me. We live in different worlds. He doesn’t understand that in the 
calculations of  whether or not to pay a fine, one has to take into account 
the everyday costs of  booze, drugs, cover charges, movie tickets, CDs, 
used books—not to mention rent and food. Phone, electricity, cable if  
you have a steady job. And then you consider the fact that you don’t even 
have a car? A fine to get your license back is pretty low on the old totem 
of  priorities. I don’t say all that, though.
 “Didn’t think I was coming back.” 
 “The guys up in Omaha, they work with these other guys down in 
Kansas City. Easy money. They just call you, and when you go to the 
dealership, they hand you the keys and an address. You just need to stay 
sober, drive the speed limit, and find the place. The Kansas City people 
either give you another vehicle to drive back up or they hook you up with 
a ride. A flight, if  you’re lucky. They pay cash, so no taxes or any of  that 
bullshit.”
 “Dealership?”
 “Yes, dealership. Understand English?  Used car places. If  you get 
pulled over, you just show the cop your license and the paperwork that 
says you’re delivering a car from one dealership to another. Just don’t get 
pulled over.”
 “So what’s in the cars?” When I hear myself  ask, it sounds like I’m 
pissed. I’m not. Not really. It doesn’t matter to me. I just never saw myself  
as active in that kind of  work, I guess. I’m a drive-thru user, a customer, 
and I know someone’s gotta do it but I would just rather smoke a bowl 
and read a book or hit a Blockbuster or see a band. But I’m not insulted 
or anything. Nothing like that.
 “That’s none of  your goddamn business. You just drive, don’t get 
pulled over, and don’t open the trunk or anything else. You have to stay 
clean so you don’t do anything stupid, but I told them about you, that 
you’re smart and I trust you, and they said they’d give you a try. You 
don’t ask questions, though; you just drive.”
 “What about Marco?” Marco is his son, a bit older than me. Last I 
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heard, he was trying to get into a jobs program for ex-cons, even though 
he had done only three months in a county jail for a second DUI and a 
paraphernalia charge.
 My uncle looks at me sideways and gives a snort. “Marco. Marco 
would open the goddamn trunk just because I told him not to. I’d do 
anything for that boy, but these guys have helped me out over the years. 
Marco. He listens about like his mother.”
 I’m staring out window. The headlights make the pines look gray, 
and then there’s all this more world behind stretching forever.  You only 
see so much, and even that depends on how much you want to see. Driving 
doesn’t sound bad, but for how long? I think I could make myself  not 
look, at least at first, but at what point do the trips become routine, and 
then I’m thinking a joint won’t hurt, or a spoonful of  sugar, or some help 
with the rent money? He says he trusts me, but does he just see what he 
wants to see? 
 “Should I tell them you’ll do it?”
 “Can I think about it a bit?”
 “Sure. A day or two. But they’re not the kind of  people who’ll wait, 
if  you know what I mean.”

I wake up with a start. We’re somewhere north of  Dallas, south of  
Denton, I think. I-45 has been swallowed by I-35, and we’ll stay on this 
to Wichita. The neon signs and lit-up billboards are endless here. Traffic 
has picked up, too, even though it’s a Thursday night, 10:30, quarter to 
eleven. 
 “I fell asleep.”
 “I noticed. All of  a sudden I was talking to myself.” There’s an old 
van in front of  us, one of  those with curtains on the windows. Another 
uncle used to have one, back in the 70s. It had a table in the back, and 
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on long road trips we would sit there playing Uno. It seems like we were 
always going on long road trips, but I never remember getting there—
funerals in Texas, a second cousin’s wedding, the fill-in-the-blank events 
that make up family life, and I just remember too many cousins crowded 
around a small plastic table, playing cards in their stocking feet.
 “You doing okay?”
 “I’m fine,” I say. “Long night last night.” When everyone found out 
I was leaving, they wanted to have a party, but I just couldn’t. Instead, a 
few of  us went out, first to the ice house. It was maybe a dozen people 
or so at the crest of  the evening, then the six of  us made our way over 
to the Velvet Elvis and did shots there. We ended up at this dive, the 
Broken Tile, shot pool and drank a couple pitchers. By then, it was just 
me, G, and her girlfriend, the unfortunately named Tanya. I’ve always 
hated that name—not sure why. I’ve always associated with small-town 
girls who wear their boyfriend’s football jersey, half  cut so you can see a 
couple inches of  belly hanging over the tops of  their stone-washed jeans. 
Not that I ever knew any Tanyas that did this. My problem, I guess.
 G wanted to go back to her place to smoke one last bowl, so we piled 
into Tanya’s Jeep Wrangler and found ourselves on G’s dead grandma’s 
vinyl couch, smoking two bowls instead of  one, and before you knew it, 
Tanya had sloughed off to the bed and was out and G said one last time 
and I thought she meant another bowl and she kissed me.  I said are you 
sure? and she said we talked about it—it’s fine and we kept slipping off the 
couch so she said let’s go to the bed and I said what about Tanya? What if  she 
wakes up? and G said she’ll think it’s hot. I didn’t believe her, but I followed, 
fumbling with the hooks of  her bra as we stumbled over to the bed.
 I kept trying to put Tanya out of  my mind, consciously ignoring her 
beside us, and it wasn’t until we were done that I noticed her watching. Her 
pants were undone and she was touching herself  through her underwear. 
I was stunned, I guess. I started to apologize and she said I love the taste of  
G and started lightly licking and nibbling my neck and shoulder, making 
her way down. G kind of  smiled and reached across me, putting her hand 
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on Tanya’s hip. G wasn’t great looking, but there was something wolfish 
and sexy about her, and the only reason we hooked up was because Angel 
said she was a lesbian and couldn’t be done by one of  my tribe, and we 
were all friends and it was more like a dare than anything. It didn’t last 
long, and there wasn’t really ever an it to last. We just kind of  used each 
other in between. Despite the name, Tanya was hot, dirty blonde curls 
hanging serpentine halfway down her back, the kind of  body that would 
make even a softball uniform look sexy. I had wanted her since G first 
introduced us, and now it was happening and the only thing I could 
think of  is how back in Lincoln I used to work at a record store and 
this artist friend of  mine, Kurt, would say you’re living the dream life of  a 
fourteen-year-old boy, and here I was again, living the stereotypical fantasy 
of  a zit-ridden teen, but I was ten years past that and I was leaving in the 
morrow. I want to say it was incredible, but really it was just a confusing 
tangle of  fingers and legs and tongues and sweat, and it was hard to get a 
handle on what was happening to whom exactly, and I thought I’m going 
to masturbate to this memory for a very long time, and the fact that I had this 
thought probably says all you need to know about the experience.
 I took a few glances at the clock, too, if  you want me to be honest 
about it. I was worried about my uncle. He was staying with some friends 
down in Pearland, had been in the area for a couple days, and had said 
he would call in the morning. With him, though, that could mean 5 or 
it could mean 11. I wanted to be there, sitting among the packed boxes 
with the phone on the floor, waiting when he called. I had turned in my 
beeper for work, and he had no other way to get ahold of  me.
 At a certain point, we just kind of  stopped and lay there all tangled 
up. I’m not sure if  we were done or exhausted or just got bored, and 
G and Tanya started laughing so I laughed too though I’m not sure at 
what. I said I gotta go and started pulling on my clothes. Tanya asked if  I 
wanted a ride and I said no, it’s cool; it’s just a few blocks. Tanya gave me a 
kiss and a hug and said it was fun and G gave me a kiss and said call when 
you get a phone and I promised I would but we both knew that wasn’t going 
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to happen. G kind of  nudged me with her bare shoulder and said I’m 
telling Angel what you made me do tonight and I just laughed and said I 
gotta go. Talk to you soon and gave her one last kiss, this time on the cheek. 
A few months ago I would have worried about it, not because Angel 
would have cared but just because he would have brought it up all the 
time, constantly, no matter the circumstance, but none of  that mattered 
now.  As G closed the door, I noticed Tanya had retreated back to the 
couch and was leaning over a lit candle, tying off her left arm with a red 
handkerchief, the tray with the needles and spoon and a little baggie 
of  heaven in front of  her.  I walked away and up Montrose Boulevard, 
making my way to the apartment I had only a handful of  hours left to 
call home, walking one streetlight halo at a time.
 There’s stuff in life, like life itself  maybe, that some people are just 
good at and the rest of  us just think about, want to think we’d be good 
at it if  we just got a shot, and the fact is we’re not. It’s not in us. I ask my 
uncle if  he wants me to drive. He says no, you just sleep. 
 I slip the headphones back on and hit the play button on the 
Discman. Dinosaur Jr. Green Mind. I have this thing lately. I don’t know. 
I can’t stay awake, or at least it’s really hard without chemicals and even 
at work I’ve had to start popping the occasional pill, white and round 
as the paper holes that have been punched out, then I’m awake, cutting 
through the shift. But even then, really, there’s something inside of  me, 
fighting to sleep. It’s not being tired, not really, not that. I can sleep for 
ten hours, get up, and if  there’s nothing to push me out the door, nothing 
I absolutely have to get done, I’m back in bed in twenty minutes. It’s 
almost a compulsion to just shut down, really just completely. If  sleep 
were a lake, I’d drown myself  in it.
 I want to see us get out of  Texas, though.  I want to see us cross that 
Red River and see the Oklahoma sign and feel the relief  not because of  
Oklahoma there’s nothing special about Oklahoma except it ain’t Texas. 
Hell, even the Cherokee left a trail of  tears when they were forced to 
move to Oklahoma, but it’s one thick line of  the map closer. I can’t fight 
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it, though. I fall asleep within a mile.

The next time my eyes open, we’re in that part of  Oklahoma that has 
hills. If  you’ve been to Oklahoma, you know where I mean.  They’re 
really proud of  them thar hills, too, with a scenic lookout and everything. 
As if  after hours of  driving through the flat wasteland you’re going to be 
amazed to sit up on high contemplating the flat wasteland.
 He’s dying. Not metaphorically or anything, I mean he’s just dying. 
My mom told me when she called. Lung cancer. He’d been smoking 
since he was 12, and he has the male Nebraskan aversion to going to 
the doctor, so when it caught up to him it was too late to do anything. 
I glance over at him. He’s staring at the interstate, eyes firmly between 
the lines. I’m not sure if  he even sees it.  He has in the Patsy Cline I had 
taped for him. We just keep plowing forward, north out of  the hills of  
Oklahoma. Maybe I’m projecting. Could be. Maybe he’s fully engaged 
with the drive back home, fully into the idea that after the fall, when even 
all the king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put me back together 
again, he had roused himself  like Scott Glenn in Silverado and came to 
my rescue.  I’ll owe them both. Him for rescuing me and her for having 
needed to be rescued.  
 “He’s dying.”
 “What are you talking about? What do you mean?”
 “He’s dying. He has lung cancer. He finally went to a doctor.”
 “He went to a doctor?”
 “He went to a doctor?”
 “I’ve been telling him for years. It’s like talking to a wall. They can’t 
do anything. It’s too late. Listen, I don’t know what kind of  problem you 
got yourself  into, but he has no business going down there to get you.”
 “I told him. It was his idea. He doesn’t listen to me.”
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 “He’s too damn sick, Derek.”
 “Mom, I didn’t know, you know? It wasn’t my idea. He insisted. You 
have to talk to him.”
 “I know you’re sick, that you have that drug habit. Can’t you just go 
to rehab down there? Fran’s son Kevin went to rehab for problems like 
yours and it’s like he’s a brand-new person. Night and day. And that’s in 
little ole Nebraska. I’m sure they have much better places in Texas. Tell 
him you found a rehab in Houston, you’re going to stay a few months, 
and let him at least have some peace in the time he has left.”
 “I’m not an addict. It’s not that. I just want to come home.”
 “I’ll pay for it. I’ll take it out of  my retirement and pay for your 
rehab. I’ve worked all my life for that money, but you need to kick your 
habit. That’s more important. He’s not strong enough to go down there.”
 “I’ll call him, but he doesn’t listen. You know how he is. He made 
his mind up.”
 “All you think about is partying with your friends. These so-called 
friends of  yours. Losers in my book. But this is family. This is serious.”
 “I know, mom.”
 “I’ll be damned if  I’m going to watch you let him kill himself  just 
because you can’t get off your duff and take some responsibility for your 
choices. Your lifestyle.”
 “I know, mom. I said I’ll talk to him, but I can’t promise…you know 
how he is. Stubborn.”
 “You better.”
 “I will, mom. I will. Alright? I’m sorry. I didn’t know.”
 I know he knows I’m awake when he starts talking. He says he wants 
to stop in Moore. He knows a place, a truck stop, doesn’t look like much 
but they have the best pecan pie he’s ever tasted. He needs some coffee 
and wants to sit and have a cigarette. It’s getting late, almost one. I say 
that’s fine. He keeps going on about this truck stop cafe, says he heard 
about it on one of  his trips. He’s collects arrowheads. He’s been all over 
the southwest and up in Montana, the Dakotas, checking out the places 
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he’s always read about. He’ll go for a long weekend, two or three weeks 
in the summer, driving the highways—Tombstone, Dodge City, Little Big 
Horn, Deadwood, you know the towns. His bookcase is filled with Louis 
L’Amour novels and those Time-Life books you see on the commercials. 
If  you listen carefully, you’ll hear him dropping Lonesome Dove quotes 
once in a while.  He’s really into it. I’m surprised he’s never shot anyone 
just for snoring.
 When I was a kid, it would be no thing to hear he’s gone to Oklahoma 
for a few days, arrowhead hunting. He’d always come back with some, 
too, sometimes a handful and sometimes a pocketful. Then when we 
were older and Indiana Jones came out, he took on this whole new level 
of  awe, and we—my cousins and sister and I—would fantasize about his 
adventures in desert lands of  the American southwest, looking to add to 
his arrowhead collection, until an older cousin, 16 or 17 by then, said you 
ever notice how all of  his arrowheads are polished? like the ones they have in those bins 
at truck stops? You guys really that stupid you think he’s out there in the Indian burial 
grounds and old battle sites, hunting for arrowheads? And then it was different, 
even though we said she was crazy. And then we knew, even if  only in the 
backs of  our minds, that it was something else.
 He starts to cough. He keeps coughing. He’s coughing into a 
handkerchief  he’s pulled from his back pocket. For a couple seconds, we 
have wheels on the shoulder, and then as he coughs, he overcorrects and 
we end up with the other wheels in the passing lane. He doesn’t cough 
for as long as it seems, yet it seems forever. We’re driving up Interstate 
35, away from Montrose, out of  Houston and north of  Dallas through 
southern Oklahoma, my uncle coughing for a time somewhere short of  
forever, trying to keep his truck on the road, me a refugee in the passenger 
seat, my worldly possessions like contraband back in the bed. When he 
stops, finally, he uses the light from the dashboard to take a subtle peek at 
the balled-up handkerchief  he had been pressing against his mouth, like 
a talisman holding in his lungs.
 “Any blood?”
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 “Your mom told you. Chickenshit. I told her not to say anything.”
 “You alright?” He’s quiet for a minute. Stupid question, I guess.
 “When your dad left, I told her I would watch out for you. Teach 
you to be a man.”
 “I know.”
 “He wasn’t a bad guy. I liked him, really. Any of  my sisters would 
drive a guy fucking crazy. You ever notice that? Even the ones who can 
keep a husband drive them fucking crazy.”
 I don’t say anything. All our lives seems they wanted us to take sides.
 “He was alright, though. Not sure why they got married—he wasn’t 
the type. Guess she thought she could fix him. He never touched her, 
though. I told him when they got married, you hit her and I’m putting 
a bullet through your head.” He starts laughing, which brings back the 
cough. It’s not as intense this time, but still it’s like you can hear his chest 
coming apart, the echoes of  its dissolution rushing up through his throat. 
“I would’ve, too,” he chokes out before a short reprisal—“you better 
believe it”—of  coughing overtakes him again. 
 I don’t say anything. He takes a sip of  water. 
 “My old man left when I was fourteen. I ever tell you that? Fourteen 
years old. I was hanging out with these hoodlum friends of  mine, shooting 
pool. This old guy, a white guy, Old Man O’Connor we used to call him, 
he used to let us hang around his pool hall, sometimes even drink a beer 
or two if  we weren’t too rowdy. So my old man comes in and says ‘I’m 
leaving. I’m going back to Mexico.’ And I say ‘So?’ and he says ‘Is there 
anything you want before I go?’ He never gave us anything our entire 
lives, Mom did everything and now he has the balls to ask if  there’s 
anything I want. I knew he wanted me to say ‘take me with you’ but I 
looked him in the eye and said, ‘sure, a pack of  Lucky Strikes.’ And he 
walked out, thought I’d never see him again, but damned if  he doesn’t 
come back in ten minutes later with a carton of  cigarettes under his 
arm. He put them down on the table and said ‘this is goodbye,’ and I 
said ‘you think Mexico’ll let you back in? I don’t think anybody would 
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take you back if  they had a choice.’ Yeah, I said it. Right to his face. 
And he turned around and walked out and four years later we heard he 
was dead. In California. Are you shitting me? What do you wanna bet 
I was right? What do you wanna bet he walked up to the border, and 
Mexico said ‘you’re that asshole we got rid of  twenty years ago—you 
ain’t coming back!’” This gets him laughing again, but he catches it just 
as the coughing starts up.
 “And my only regret was I didn’t ask for his gun. He had a hell of  a 
nice gun. Mexican Revolution. Belonged to his father. My grandfather I 
never met.
 “I told her I’d take care of  you. But you, Marco, shit, most of  you 
kids—can’t keep jobs, get high all the time, drop out of  high school, drop 
out of  college. I don’t know what the hell to do. Damn waste.” We roar 
through the darkness. The green light of  the dash tells us how fast we’re 
going but not where. “Goddamn waste. A man has a job, has a family. 
Takes care of  things. I don’t know what you guys are doing.”
 We keep hurtling into night. Even before he got sick, there was no 
use trying to talk to him when he got like this. I just watched the road 
continuously reveal itself  and thought about the faith it takes to drive this 
fast in the dark, the belief  one must have that the road doesn’t suddenly 
end at the point just beyond the headlights, that we won’t go straight 
into a bottomless abyss or off a new and sudden cliff or even straight off 
the ever-lovin’ world itself. There’s this unspoken conviction that if  it is 
possible to go off the map, it’s not possible in this here and this now. The 
road stretches to a destination, welcoming and warm. Even if  one were 
to switch off the headlights, to drive blind, the road would be there as 
would the destination. And a thousand thousand destinations just like it, 
all warm and all welcoming. That’s faith.
 Or desperation. Let’s say the belief  is more mystical, say the 
headlights create the road, that so long as we keep pushing on, a road 
will always spring up to carry us forward. Onward and upward. In that 
case, it’s only in looking backwards we think the road was always there, 
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had pre-existed. In looking backwards, we forget we were making it all 
up as we went along.
 Everything is in the perspective, and the perspective is simply a 
function of  the angle. He’s silent and driving, but he radiates anger. 
Quietly and deliberately as I can, I pop open the Discman and change 
the CD. I hit play and close my eyes. Doolittle.  

Just off the exit outside of  Moore, we pull into a driveway that I think 
used to be blacktop. Back in the day. It’s tough to see in the headlights 
and with all the bouncing around, the boxes sliding back and forth in 
the truck bed, but the driveway seems to be composed of  gravel, packed 
red dirt, and the broken remains of  blacktop, most small but others big 
as tractor wheels, suggesting that at some time in the past this driveway 
was a respectable member of  civilization, honors and privileges of  which 
included paved roads. Let’s just say the surface of  the driveway is—I 
don’t know—uncommitted. To make matters worse, the cafe isn’t even 
at the truck stop—the actual truck stop’s next door, and at least a quarter 
of  it is a Subway, warm and yellow and sure of  itself. Instead, we’re 
driving up to a small rectangular building of  dented siding and a neon 
OPEN sign that’s obviously seen better days because now it says OFEN, 
like it has an accent. There’s even a double-wide trailer parked next to a 
yellow Chevette hiding around back.   
 There are a couple trucks, a Ford and a GMC, parked in the lot, 
though, so at least we’re not alone. Somebody likes this place, not just 
my uncle, and probably locals since why would someone pulling off the 
interstate risk his alignment when he can have the foot-long goodness 
of  the cold-cut combo? My uncle pulls into a spot, what I’m guessing 
would be three parking stalls from the door if  the lines were painted into 
the dirt and gravel. “We’ll be able to watch the truck from here in case 
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someone tries to take off with any of  your boxes.” He starts laughing, 
slightly. “They’d probably think they were getting a microwave and then 
shit themselves when they found out it was a box of  books. I don’t want 
to wait around for them to bring it back.” He thinks it’s really funny, so 
I kind of  smile. He’s holding himself  back, though, and once again he’s 
able to control it just as he starts coughing.
 “Hey, look,” he says, getting serious all of  a sudden, like he does and 
always has. “It’s nobody’s goddamn business that I’m sick, you hear? I 
don’t want you saying anything while we’re in there.”
 I say “alright,” though that’s kind of  weird. What am I going to do, 
tell the waitress? Whatever. But then of  course he turns out to know the 
waitress. Of  course. 
 “Is this your—“ 
 “No, this is my nephew, Derek. He was living down in Houston, but 
I’m taking him home. My son’s on parole. You know that. Ain’t supposed 
to leave the county.” 
 “I’m sorry, Derek! I’ve heard so much about you! I’m your uncle’s 
friend. I’m Debbie.” She puts her hand on my shoulder. Debbie’s hair is 
red. Not red, really, but more like a reddish tint, like it was a different color 
at one time and as the jowls started filling in and age melted into neck and 
the forehead got heavy, she settled on reddish. Maybe so the Oklahoma 
dust wouldn’t show. That’s asshole-ish. I can see where she was probably 
pretty at some point. She seems about my mom’s age, so probably a few 
years younger than my uncle. She isn’t fat, but you can tell her body was 
settling in. She has on kind of  a burnt-orange jumpsuit that’s obviously 
the café uniform, which is surprising given the way people around here 
feel about Texas. Between her hair and the uniform, her face has the tint 
of  an oompa loompa. Her eyes are blue, and not unkind, but she looks a 
bit worried, and at first it’s hard to tell if  that’s particular to this night, to 
when we walked in unannounced and took our place at the Formica side 
altar of  the American greasy spoon, or if  it’s a habitual worry. I notice 
no wedding ring, not even the paler ring of  finger skin some women get 
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when they routinely take off their rings and slip them into their pockets 
before work. Unmarried, middle-aged woman in the small-town South, 
even if  it’s just red-wind Oklahoma. I bet she gets a lot of  grief. I bet she 
worries a lot.
 “So what can I get you, hon?”
 “A bacon cheeseburger. Fries.”
 “What to drink?”
 “Mountain Dew.”
 “Sprite okay?”
 “Dr. Pepper?”
 “You got it.” She turns to my uncle. “You want your slice of  pie and 
coffee?”
 “You know what I like,” he says in what seems to be his Big Bopper 
imitation. I’ve never heard him do imitations before. They laugh in that 
kind of  way that you know it’s an old joke between them, kind of  sweet 
and gross at the same time. She walks away from the table, and I notice 
just a bit of  ankle fat spilling over cheap shoes. I don’t know anything 
about shoes, but I know these are cheap. They can’t feel good, standing 
on your feet all day. My uncle pulls out his pack, taps out a cigarette, and 
puts it in his mouth. He lights it.
 “I don’t think you’re supposed to smoke in here.”
 “They’re going to close soon. They close for a few hours every night 
to clean out the grease traps and all that before the breakfast rush. Debbie 
can spray some Lysol or something.”
 “Are you supposed to be smoking?”
 “The doctor said no, but then the doctor also said it doesn’t matter.” 
There are a dozen tables, maybe fourteen, all of  them red except the two 
over in the corner by the pay phone, both of  which are kind of  a moss 
green. From what I can tell, of  the four booths, three of  them have duct 
tape covering rips, including the one we’re sitting at. The chairs at the 
tables don’t match; I’m not sure if  that’s on purpose or not. I hope not. 
I hate fake rustic. The curtains on the windows look odd, then I realize 
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they’re actually shower curtains. Cheaper? I guess it doesn’t matter. It 
just almost feels like I got dropped into a movie set for a cheap indie.  
Debbie brings over our drinks and puts down an ashtray.
 “You’re not supposed to be smoking in here.”   
 “Just one. I promise.”   
 “Ya’ll going to get me fired.”
 “You’re too beautiful to fire.” 
 I stare at the ketchup bottle. I mean, really stare, hard, trying to 
shut them out. There are greasy finger prints all up and down the bottle, 
seems like at some point the glass would get slippery. Below the cap, 
dried ketchup hangs like a fat lip. The salt and pepper shakers are greasy, 
too, and there are bits of  brown rice in the salt. They keep talking but 
it doesn’t matter. The pepper shaker seems clogged. Everything seems 
clogged. The air in here is thick, warm. There’s no circulation and it’s 
like being stuck in a swamp. 
 “Hey! Wake up! The lady asked you a question.”
 “What? I…um…I’m sorry, what?”
 “I just asked if  you smoke, hon—“
 “No, not…I don’t.”
 “I was just making conversation, hon, no call for this bear to get all 
riled up.”
 “I’m sorry, I was just—“
 “You boys are tired. That’s alright. I’ll have your supper out in a 
sec.” He’s staring at me, hard, as she walks back to the swinging doors 
that lead to the kitchen. The other two guys who were here are getting 
up from their table, throwing down some change for the tip. The boots 
clack softly on the greasy tile. Both are wearing cowboy hats, and one has 
on his sunglasses even though it’s the middle of  the night. He also has a 
Magnum PI moustache. If  we were in a city, you would think they were 
on their way to a gay pride parade.
 “This is between us, you hear? When we get back home?” 
 “I know,” I tell him. It’s none of  my business, and I’m not sure who 
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he thinks I’m going to tell anyway. I really don’t even talk to any of  them 
anymore. His cigarette’s getting close to the filter. “You’re going to burn 
your fingers.”
 “Goddamn,” he says, and he takes a last quick drag and snuffs it out 
just as our food comes.

He and Debbie go around the corner of  the building like teen lovers to 
smoke a quick cigarette before we go. He’s asked if  I could drive, and I’m 
taking a peek at what I have left. It’s not much, but a white one should 
keep me awake through the duration. We have a few more hours to go, 
and I want to get there before dawn. I’ll drive. I don’t mind driving. 
He needs the sleep. In a few minutes the hum will kick in and he’ll be 
sleeping and I can slip on the headphones and just watch the lights slide 
by yellow and white. As long as I have something to focus on, some task, I 
can stay awake. I’m adjusting the seat and mirrors and all that, assuming 
he’ll come back around the corner alone, get into the truck and we’ll pull 
away and on to the interstate and this will be over.
 But they both come over and she’s pulling out a picture and she 
says “This is my baby” and she hands it to me and I’m looking at a 
picture of  a fifteen year old and I don’t know what to say. I never do. I 
hate these moments, when people you don’t know show you pictures of  
their kids, whom you also don’t know, as if  breeding were some novel 
accomplishment and they expect you to be blown away, and when I say 
“she’s cute” I’m not sure if  that’s the right thing and I immediately feel 
like a pervert, especially since she actually is with her dark hair tucked 
back and her slightly too big eyes and the hint of  budding breasts swelling 
under her sweatshirt, and I know why she’s showing me this picture which 
makes me feel even more perverted. I just want to go.
 “Her name’s Carol Ann, like in Poltergeist. She wants to go to OU 
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when she graduates high school. Maybe study business or something like 
that.”
 “That’s cool. We, um, we should probably head.”
 And he’s mad, of  course. He doesn’t say a word until we’re on the 
on-ramp, heading north, and then it’s pretty much my mom’s speech 
about being rude to strangers and all that, and I’m not even sure what 
I did and it’s crazy how much they’re alike even though they’re always 
fighting about something. It takes him awhile, a half  hour or so, and 
we’re almost to the other side of  Oklahoma City before he finally gets to 
it.
 “Carol Ann’s your cousin. Nobody else knows about her, but I’m not 
going to apologize, either, you hear? It’s none of  your goddamn business 
to be honest, but I need you to do me a favor. I left them some money, for 
her college and all that, but when your aunt finds out the shit’s going to 
hit the fan and I want you to make sure she gets it. Your aunt’s going to 
be angry, and she’ll take it out on the kid. Her and the kids are going to 
get plenty, but she’ll want it all, even just out of  spite. You make sure she 
gets that money.”
 I don’t say anything, just keep pushing forward into the dark. I want 
to slam the gas pedal through the floor and push him out the door and 
just put miles between me and all this bullshit, but I don’t. They would 
love it if I got pulled over and the cops checked my pockets. They would 
glory in my jailing since they could tell all their friends and each other 
how they tried. I hit cruise when we’re about three miles over the speed 
limit, take a deep breath, blink slowly and listen to the hum in my head, 
like an imaginary cicada has taken up residence in my skull.
 “You visit them, too. I know you got your shit going on, but time to 
time. Check in on them. I need to know I can count on you to do this.”
 “Why me?”
 “Cause you know how to keep your mouth shut and you know how 
to pay a debt.” I keep my mouth shut for a very long time, ten miles or 
so. He stares out the window, fidgets, glances over, stares out the window 
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again. He waits, but finally he says, “you don’t know everything like you 
think you do.”
 “You should get some sleep.” I hit play on the Discman. Nirvana. 
Bleach.

When we hit Wichita, I’m tempted to follow 35 to Kansas City just to 
throw a curveball in this relentless march north, to add a few more hours 
to this inevitable, but I don’t. I grew up in the kind of  Nebraska town that 
saw Kansas City as a cosmopolitan wonderland, where driving down to 
KC for a weekend of  Christmas shopping was a legitimate measure of  
sophistication, and frankly the idea depressed the shit out of  me. I didn’t 
mind going down for concerts, but seriously Kansas City hasn’t been 
important since the 1930s and it felt like the kind of  paradise you’d find 
in the discount bin at a dollar store. It’s just a bigger Omaha, a bit dirtier 
and ever more desperate. I figure I’ll keep going north, up 135, up 81, on 
to York, then hang a right on I-80 and head for Lincoln. We had agreed 
he’d drop me off at my sister’s. It doesn’t much matter. There’s nothing 
this way but a kind of  Great Plains integrity—small towns that know 
they’re small towns and aren’t trying to pretend to be anything else.
 He’s been sleeping for a while, barely stirring even as we went 
through the toll booth. I’m feeling calmer, like I can drive all night. Uncle 
Tupelo. Anodyne. We’ll roll one way while the earth rolls another.

“Mary got a dog. Did you know that?” We’re north of  Salina. He’s 
been kind of  drifting in and out of  sleep for about a half  hour now.
 “Yeah.  They’re nesting. They sent me a picture at Christmas.”
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 “They’re what?”
 “Nesting. Mary and Daniel. People get married, then they get a 
dog, and a year or so later decide to have a kid. You see it all the time.”
 “That’s backwards. The only reason you get a dog is to shut the kids 
up.”
 “It’s a cute dog.”
 “It has AIDS.” 
 “The dog doesn’t have AIDS.”
 “How do you know? You’ve never seen it. It has AIDS. You can see 
its ribs and everything, and its mouth is always wet. I told them to keep 
the damn thing away from me.”
 “Dogs don’t have AIDS.”
 “I know what I’m talking about. I saw a show, said humans got 
AIDS from the animals. It’s a wonder we don’t all have AIDS, everyone 
with their dogs and cats around, putting their mouths and asses all over 
everything.” We’re listening to Dwight Yoakum. This Time. He doesn’t 
listen to a lot of  new stuff, mostly just music that was out in the late 50s, 
early 60s, but I’ve been able to get him into Dwight. I tried Lyle Lovett 
and k. d. Lang, even Junior Brown, but they didn’t take, not like Yoakum.
 “Are you mad? I’m just stating facts.”
 “I just want to drive.” Angel has AIDS. G told me about a month 
ago. She came over, which was messed up because she never never never 
comes over, and when I answered the door it was immediately apparent 
that she was wasted and she had been crying. Her eyes were puffed up 
and her cheeks looked salty, strangely enough, kind of  like that grease 
stain that’s left when you’ve had some Lay’s potato chips sitting on a 
paper plate. I figured it was just some break-up drama and I could feel a 
sense of  annoyance gathering in my chest and she just said it. I just talked 
to Angel. He called me at home. He has AIDS and I asked you mean HIV? and 
she said no no AIDS he has it it’s full-blown he’s been HIV positive for a while but 
he didn’t want to tell us because he was scared he would lose us and now it’s fucking 
AIDS and I held her and she cried and cried and screamed into my chest 
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and I held her and I tried to think but couldn’t.  We just kind of  stood 
there by the door and when she’d settled down a bit I got her over to the 
couch and we sat there, me sitting normally and her turned around, her 
knees digging into my hip and side and me holding her and her crying 
again until she said I’m going to be sick and I pointed and she made it to the 
bathroom. I didn’t know what to do so I got her a glass of  water. I wasn’t 
sure what else to do and I just stood there with it, with this stupid glass of  
water, and when she came out of  the bathroom she said sorry and I just 
want to lie down and she slumped down on the couch like she had vomited 
not only the sloe gin she had been drinking but also her spirit and her 
very will to live, and she fell asleep. And that’s when I knew I loved her 
and that I had to leave. No playing around this time. I had to go.  Angel 
was like a brother and he would be dead soon and all I could think about 
was how much I loved her and I couldn’t help her. She was right there, 
holding an ache so deep that sleep was her only weapon, and I couldn’t 
make anything better. I couldn’t even try, not really. Or I could and it 
would be wrong. I would just stand there stupid with a glass of  water 
while everything inside of  her fractured into bits. I pulled a blanket over 
her, turned, walked to my room, half-closed the door, and loaded the 
bong.
 Angel will die. Nothing more sure. There’s rumors of  some new 
miracle drug that’s going to come in and save everyone, but Angel will 
die. This is America, and miracles have price tags. If  Angel was white, 
professional, and stable, he might have a chance, but he’s not—he’s a 
Mexican homosexual, barely making enough for the rent as a museum 
security guard, and swinging like Tarzan from the loose threads of  his 
sanity. He’s a compulsive drug addict with an unhealthy Donna Summer 
obsession, even for a gay guy. He has this almost synergistic relationship 
with the computer system at work that monitors all of  the alarms and 
sensors and cameras, but he can’t balance his check book. Miracle drugs 
are for lawyers with insurance cards and billboard-boy looks, not for guys 
who spend their days in tank tops and high heels, singing along to “Last 
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Dance,” calling a list of  friends to see if  one of  them can give him a ride 
to the clinic. Angel’s going to die, sure as shit.
 But that’s Montrose, right? AIDS will kill you. Heroin will kill you. 
Alcohol will kill you. Huffing will kill you. Driving to Austin or Galveston 
or New Orleans will kill you. Having a Texas or Louisiana cop pull you 
over, beat the shit out of  you for looking different or having an accent or 
for holding a couple joints, and then toss you into a cell to bleed out will 
kill you (the cops call it “suicide”). Teen boys from the suburbs hunting 
fags with aluminum bats will kill you. Cigarettes kill you, eventually.  Life 
will kill you. This girl I knew, when she was still new to Montrose, once 
gushed how everyone seemed so accepting and friendly, and I should 
have just told her then—it’s because everything can kill you. It’s because 
we’re all just waiting to die.
 We’re getting close to Concordia. I pull into the lot of  an all-night 
gas station. We gassed up in Salina, so I tell my uncle I need to use the 
restroom. He’s going to have a cigarette while he waits. I won’t lie. I 
completely lose my shit as soon as I get the door locked. It’s one of  those 
small-town gas stations, and even the men’s room just has the one toilet, 
no lid, a mess of  sticky piss on the floor arcing around the stool, the bowl 
splattered with dried shit. It’s like Jackson Pollock had just been here, 
soon after eating a burrito. I’m standing, elbows on the sink, head in 
hands. My body is shaking, I’m crying so hard. I don’t want to look in the 
mirror. I’m trying not to make much noise. Globs of  mucus are starting 
to hang from my nose, and I grab a paper towel from the wall dispenser 
to blow it. Ah fuck, ah fuck ah fuck fuck fuck fuck. I can’t let him see me like 
this. I can’t let him know how fucked up I really am. Oh Jesus fuck. Oh fuck 
just please.
 The storm passes, at least enough that I can get control, kind of  
smooth things out. I get some paper towels wet and kind of  wipe at my 
face with them. My eyes are pretty red, but it’s still dark and I just need 
to get us on the road. When I come out, the old woman is staring at me 
from behind the counter. I swear to god she looks just like Aunt Em, 
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maybe a bit plumper, though of  course she would have to be about 150 
years old to be the same woman. Maybe the fifteen decades soured her.
 “I hope you didn’t make a mess of  that bathroom.” I don’t say 
anything. I just keep moving, though I can’t seem to move fast enough. 
The walk from the corner where they’ve stashed the bathrooms is suddenly 
ridiculously long and an obstacle course of  Mountain Dew and potato 
chip displays. 
 “You know, most people, when they use a public bathroom, they 
at least buy something.” This time I look at her. “Are you okay there? I 
could hear you from out here. Are you having some kind of  overdose?”
 “I have gonorrhea,” I tell her. “It hurts when I piss.” And I leave her 
florescent hell for the almost Nebraska dark, and I lied so that she may 
lie to others.

My grandmother used to say the devil always tempts in threes, but she 
said it in Spanish so it sounded much cooler. Much more sure of  itself, 
poetic as prophecy. We are nearing the Nebraska border. In a few miles, 
I’ll be home, which means nothing and everything at once.
 My uncle’s been awake since the bathroom stop. When I came out, 
he had another coughing fit, and I had to wait an uncomfortable few 
minutes for him to get past it. I kept thinking the cops were going to 
show up, and I kept glancing at the lady but she was never on the phone. 
She just kind of  watched us while trying hard to seem like she wasn’t 
watching. When he finally settled down and got in, I put on his Burl 
Ives tape, and that seemed to comfort him. He’s been thinking, though, 
rather than talking, and we’ve driven a good thirty miles with no sound 
but the tread on the road and Burl Ives in the speakers. When he finally 
speaks, I’m not sure I hear him right.
 “You use heroin, don’t you”—I don’t answer right away. I’m not 
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sure if  it’s a question or a statement; it comes out kind of  in-between. I 
just keep driving.
 “Your mom already told me. She said I couldn’t come get you in 
Houston because you have a heroin problem.”
 “I don’t have a problem, but…yeah. Recreational use, I guess. Once 
in a while. It’s not like I do it every day, though, not like I’m hooked.”
 “Well, listen, I just want to know, what does it feel like?”
 “Seriously?”
 “Yeah. A serious question. What does it do? What’s it like?”
 “I don’t know. Everyone’s different and it depends on the quality, but 
I mean…in general….it just feels like everything’s okay, like all the shit 
that’s weighing you down doesn’t matter anymore. Everything is just cool 
and relaxed, you know? I mean sometimes you just nod out, but it’s not 
like passing out drunk, it’s just…you feel safe, warm I guess. Protected. 
Safe enough to sleep anyway. Like all that shit that’s been keeping you 
awake is just gone, doesn’t matter. That’s how it’s been for me, I guess.  
Other people are different.”
 “I hear it takes away pain. Is that true?”
 “Well, yeah, but I don’t think your doctor—“
 “I’m through with doctors.”
 “Are you serious?”
 “I want to know if  you can get me some. I want to try heroin to get 
rid of  this pain.”
 “I…could. I guess. I’m pretty sure. I’ve seen a lot of  people, though, 
friends, you know, and just people I know, get sucked in—“
 “I’m not going to live long enough to get addicted—“
 “and I don’t know if  I feel—“
 “and even if  I did, do you think it would matter?”
 “Are you that sick? What are they saying?” I glance over. He’s looking 
out the passenger-side window, staring at the unseeable fields.
 “Maybe four months. Maybe. But I don’t want to go to the hospital. 
Look, I want to do what I want, you hear? Even with the coughing. It’s 
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just the damn pain, and it’s going to keep getting worse. This guy I know 
says heroin is the best painkiller there is, just too bad it’s not legal. If  I can 
manage the pain for just a couple months, I can make sure everything’s 
taken care of  before I die.”
 “I just…I mean, I don’t know.”
 “Derek, you’re my nephew, you hear? You might as well be another 
son to me. I practically raised you, but I did that on my own. You don’t 
owe me anything for that. But I’m dying either way. Nothing’s going 
to stop the cancer. I just don’t want to die hooked to a machine, all my 
money going to some doctor. I want to die standing up. Take away the 
pain, and I can do that. Somebody said heroin can take away the pain.”
 “I know. I know. I have to think about it, check with some people. I 
don’t even know who’s still around for sure.”
 “Well, don’t think too long. If  you’re anything like your sister, I’ll 
be dead and buried by the time you decide.” He starts to chuckle, settles 
back into his seat. He’s been wanting to bring this up for a while now, 
and it’s taken a lot out of  him—even I can see that. His head kind of  
lolls against the headrest and the shoulder strap. Burl Ives is singing “Big 
Rock Candy Mountain.” He says, low and slow, “God I love this song. 
My God, what a voice.”

I’m driving through the night up highway 81, ticking off the small towns 
of  south-central Nebraska, making my way back home. The devil is asleep 
in the passenger seat beside me. I shouldn’t say devil. My uncle is not the 
devil, though the devil’s in his lungs. That can’t be denied. The devil’s in 
his lungs and in his blood and in his voice. The devil’s going to kill him. 
The devil’s lodged in his throat, telling me to do things he knows I cannot 
do. Or I could do. I don’t know the difference.  My uncle’s not the devil. 
That I’m sure of. There is no devil. There is no god, there are no orders of  
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angels or communions of  saints, there is no savior gonna rise from these 
streets, as the Boss sings, there is only us, muddling through, making our 
way deeper into the dark, spelunkers in the cave of  existence, swelling 
with grand ontological pronouncements based solely on what we can 
see in the halo of  the candle we hold shivering in the dark and spicing 
it with whatever it is we hope or fear lies beyond our own small circle of  
light. In high school, a priest told me everyone is doing the best he knows 
how with the hand he’s dealt, and I think it was meant to comfort me, 
to make me forgive my father of  his failings, but my god the horror if  
that statement is true. My uncle, my mom, the lady at the gas station, the 
waitress and her daughter, Angel, G, me, Cedric—how truly bad must 
be our hands if  this is the best we can do. And crawling north up the soft 
part of  the nation’s belly, is that the lesson of  America—you can shine 
the coins all you want, but small change will never add up to much? I 
can get why people want to believe in a god, the giver of  meaning, the 
Santa of  purpose, but take a good look around—what need the devil? 
Let humans be human and the devil proves unnecessary.   
 I need to stick to facts. I’m getting wobbly. We’re on a two-lane 
blacktop cutting through southern Nebraska. We’re south of  Geneva, 
heading north towards York, where we’ll take a right on Interstate 80 
and drive into Lincoln, and I’ll show up at my sister’s just before dawn, 
like Boy Willie does in Piano Lesson. Boy Willie wrestles the devil, I think, 
though that might be confused. There’s a fog coming off the early spring 
fields. There’s a pain in my brain, like the dull and persistent ache of  
the land defrosting in the spring after a long, hard winter. I just need to 
watch the lines, stay on the road. The rest will take care of  itself.
 The center line of  the highway like a series of  dashes connecting 
nothing to nothing.
 Traffic is still light, but I’ve seen more trucks. I’ve always liked semis 
at night. I’ve always liked how they’re outlined in small lights, like rolling 
sarcophagi at Christmastime. This highway takes freight down to Texas, 
pigs and cattle and cardboard boxes of  stuff, stuff, stuff, all the way to 
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Texas where everything is slaughtered and parceled and sent to parts 
unknown. My mom says in ten years, this highway is going to be four 
lanes all the way from York to Loredo, and she should know since she’s 
my mother. She knows things, and then they come true. It’s a power she 
has.
 Kronos Quartet. Black Angels. It’s discordant, but I need that now. 
Keeps things interesting.
 There’s a panic, set behind my sternum. I can feel it rising, and it 
feels fizzy, acidic. It jumps into that spot where the jawbone hinges to the 
skull, and then I feel a pain, sharp and sudden, behind my left eye.
 I close that eye and press the butt of  my palm over it, rolling my 
hand so the fat base of  the thumb rests on my temple. 
 My uncle’s truck slips a bit over the center line, the spine of  dashes 
dividing the highway, but not too bad. 
 Actually, we’re now in the middle of  the highway, which would be 
bad if  there was oncoming traffic, but there’s not so I just ease it back 
over. 
 I don’t know why I said not too bad.
 There was no traffic, so there were no repercussions, but that doesn’t 
mean it wasn’t bad. Whatever. 
 I don’t know.  
 I want to cuss, but I don’t want to wake my uncle. 
 Let sleeping devils lie. 
 The headache is gone now, anyway.
 Angel once said you’re not good with change but you’re afraid of  commitment—
that’s a shitty combo in terms of  personal characteristics. We were smoking a joint 
up on the museum roof  while Mr. Pete manned the computer station 
for us. We had Jonesy, the outside guard who worked for the security 
contractor, pull his truck up into the dock to watch Mr. Pete’s door. 
Everything was covered. We’d done it before. The first time, I was nervous 
since if  anything happened I would have to get down the four flights of  
a steel-stepped, tightly wound staircase hidden in the museum walls and 
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stretching from the basement to the roof, but nothing did and it was kind 
of  nice being up there, smoking weed and talking shit and contemplating 
at the lights of  downtown Houston. Cities are like families—always more 
beautiful at night and from a distance.
 Here, it is mostly just dark. You can see the lights of  farmyards 
and towns miles away, but that just accentuates how dark everything 
else is in-between. It is the kind of  place where, if  you saw a bank of  
thunderclouds and some lightening, you could guess you had another 
thirty minutes to work in the fields, fifteen to get home, and you’d still 
beat the rain. You get used to seeing danger from far away, but it’s easy 
to forget it can see you too.
 There’s an odd bend in the highway. It’s the one thing I always 
remember about this road. Everything’s pretty much straight for forever, 
and then suddenly there’s a sharp left, about fifty feet, then a sharp right. 
It’s like half  a swastika. I’ve always wondered about it, and all I can come 
up with is that when they built the highway, the farmer was a prick and 
wouldn’t let them have enough land to carve out the gentle curve one 
would expect, so they had to cut around his property. I can see his point, 
but on the other hand, how many vehicles have to end up in your field 
before you think there might be a better way? How many times do you 
have to repair the fence before you say to hell with it, have your curve?
 So even in the dark, you can tell when you’re coming up on the 
curves before you see the sign, just by watching the lights of  the other 
vehicles. A semi is coming. He’s made it through the first curve and is 
now on the straightaway. He seems to be going a little fast, but I should 
slow down, too. The sign says like 35, but that’s ridiculous. You have to 
slow down, but not that much. 
 The semi is pulling through that second curve. In a few seconds, his 
headlights will blind me for a moment, and then the red lights that shine 
from the side of  the semi will be bathing us in an air of  blood, and after 
that we’ll be in his wake, and we’ll have to manage the curves ourselves. 
It doesn’t stop. 
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 I should be slowing down. 
 I feel the acidic fizz of  panic again cupping itself  in my sternum. 
My uncle sleeps, dying. 
 The truck has come out of  the second curve, and I should be slowing 
down. My uncle dies, sleeping. 
 It’s our turn. 
 It’s ours to turn. 
 My foot presses down a bit more on the gas pedal, not hard, not 
desperately, but with the pressure an aunt might use to hug you after 
you’ve reached adolescence. And just as the semi’s headlights crescendo 
into the cab of  my uncle’s pickup, my hands pull the steering wheel 
hard left, and there’s a thud and a moshpit of  steel and plastic and glass 
and rubber, and a turning and a jolt as my head hits the driver’s side 
window, and the windshield seems to bow and there are ten thousand 
points of  light from the semi’s headlights catching the shattered glass of  
the passenger side window that fills the cab for an eternal moment like 
a plague of  fireflies, and we’re turning still and somehow the trailer of  
the semi is now rushing at us, or we at it, and it doesn’t matter because 
now there’s another smack and then an up and over a few times and 
now upside down and in another now I’m just hanging sideways by the 
shoulder strap and I realize the truck has stopped on its side, t-shirts and 
CDs and books scattered among the wreckage, and my uncle is in the 
grass about ten feet away, and I can tell he’s dead, twisted and looking 
impossibly swollen. There’s a lot of  dust and there’s still the morning fog 
and the semi’s headlights make it all seem far too staged. Everything’s 
broken but I don’t feel it. There’s blood coming from somewhere, and 
it’s dripping off my forehead and making a small puddle on the Sony 
Discman, which is lying in the grass under me where the driver’s side 
window used to be. The CD is still spinning. Something’s itchy, but I 
can’t move my arm to scratch. One of  the headphones is in my left ear, 
and the cello seems to be crying. The semi’s horn is blaring, and I want 
to tell him to stop but my mouth is full of  blood and I cannot speak. I’m 
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scared to open my mouth. I’m scared to let it go.
 There’s a voice, like Angel’s voice, but I’m not sure if  it’s real. I can’t 
tell where it’s coming from. I want to say just one more time, but I’m not 
sure to whom or what it is I mean by that. I want to put my books away, 
to pack them in their boxes, but I’m not sure how to start. I want to fix 
things, but everything’s broken. 
 Everything’s broken and everything’s broken and everything’s 
broken, and then it’s just gone.
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About the Cover Photo
by Daniel McNAir

A leaf  of  Catalina ironwood (ISO 1250, 100 mm, f/13, 1/800 sec). 
While the leaves of  this tree may look like those of  a fern, it is actually 
in the the rose family. What’s more, Catalina ironwood (Lyonothamnus 
floribundus) is the only species in its genus and is endemic to a few islands 
off the coast of  southern California
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